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REFERENCE TABLES: POPULATION CHANGE OF COUNTIES 
AND INCORPORATED PLACES IN OHIO, 1950-70 
Introduction 
These tables have been assembled to provide a convenient source 
of population information for the counties and incorporated places of Ohio. 
The basic data were taken from the U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census 
of Population, Advance Report, Ohio, PC (Vl)-1970. The figures are final 
population counts. 
Counties 
Three tables present the data for Ohio's 88 counties. Table 1--The 
first table shows the number of inhabitants in 1950, 1960, and 1970 of 
Ohio counties arranged alphabetically. The last two columns give the 
percent change 1950-60 and 1960-70. 
Table 2 -- Counties are rankep by population size both in 1970 
and 1960. 
Table 3 -- Counties are ranked b'y percent change 1960-70 and 
1950-60. 
Incorporated Places 
The Bureau of the Census reported 921 incorporated places in Ohio 
in 1970. Between 1960 and 1970 fiftenn new places were incorporated: 
Fort Shawnee, Bailey Lakes, Chilo, Stoutsville, Brice, Forest Park, 
Kirtland, Streetsboro, Sugar Bush Knolls, Russia, Fairlawn, Macedonia, 
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Norton, Richfield, and Northwood. These places have zeros recorded 
for population in 1950 and 1960 bec~use they were not incorporated then. 
Similarly, places first appearing in 1960 have zeros for 1950 population 
and 1950-60 percent change. 
Four communities were listed by the Census in 1950 and 1960, but 
not in 1970. They are Vermilion-on-the-Lake (Lorain County), Lakeville 
(Ashtabula County), Parkview (Cuyahoga County), and Shanesville 
(Tuscarawas County). Old Washington (Guernsey County) was listed as 
Washington in 1950 and 1960. 
Table 4. Places are arranged alphabetically in Table 4, with 
their populations in 1950, 1960, and 1970 and percent change 1950-60 
and 1960-70. Also included are the county or counties which each place 
Ls located. Thus, by referring to the alphabetical listing of Table 4, 
the reader can identify the counties of any places of interest found in 
Tables 5 and 6. 
Table 5. Incorporated centers are ranked by size in both 1960 
and 1970. 
Table 6. Th is table ranks the 45 places which grew the most and the 
45 places which declined the most. The 15 new places are not included 
in the rankings and those first appearing in 1960 are given zero rank.5 
in the 1950-60 counties. 
Table 7. The final table lists places by the counties of the state. 
The counties are ordered alphabetically, and incorporated centers are 
listed in alphabetical order within counties. Places in two or more counties 
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(see Table 4) are listed in the county which had the largest portion of 
its population as of 1960. Populatiq{l: totals and percent change 1960-70 
are given for each county as well as for each place. 
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TABLE 1. POPULATlflN ANO Pi:RCl'.'.NT CHANGE OF THE CUUNTIE:S IN OHIO 
lq5(')-l970 
NAME POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHAM.it: 
197() 19M' 1950 50-60 60-70 
A1AMS 1 ::P'37 lQ9A2 2 04 '.19 -2.5 -5.1 
ALLEN l,11'·4 10"l69l 88183 l 7. 6 7.2 
ASHLAND 4'.13"' ~ 1'3771 33040 17.3 11.7 
ASHTABULA Q>{'?'.I 7 91Jb7 78695 18.3 5.6 
ATHENS Cil+R89 469q8 45819 2.5 16.~ 
AUGLAIZE l ~6') 2 36147 30637 18.0 6.B 
RF: LMONT 'L"9 i 7 9~864 3774') -4.4 -3.5 
13ROWN 2~6'.lc; 25178 22221 13.3 5.8 
RUTLER :'?~.'~·1 t qq,)76 147203 '.\5. 2 13.6 
C ~RROL l ".!1Ci7Q ?r.g51 1()039 9.5 3.5 
CHAMPAIGN 1"1401 2'Hl4 26793 10.9 2.. 6 I ~ 
CL ARK 1~7115 13144'1 l~lo6l 17.7 19. ':> I 
CLFR~O~T 0:::,7,c. '3J510 42182 90. -1 1 t3. 9 
CLINTON 1 1~~,4 1'1)''4 25572 1 7. '3 4.Y 
COUJMA I ANA lf'\~"1]!"\ ~:17004 qpqzo 8.2 1.2 
f':OSHOC TON ~ 1.:+R6 32224 31141 3.5 3.9 
CRAWFORD ')"\"lf,4 46775 1873 8 2c.1 1.1 
C tJ YA HOGA ~ 7?: 1·1_~ 1'14 7 ~95 l 1'3q'd2 18.6 4.5 
O~RKE '.'11~1 !t5 61 '? 4179<1 9.~ 1.1 
DEFIANCE '.tG!.-1 3~509 25925 ?l.5 17.3 
r>f LAWARf .:'+..,Qr"' O '"1r1 ~0278 1 'i. 3 l () • 8 
E rt IE "'1')9JQ 6<V'lf\f"'I 52565 29.4 11.b 
FAIRFIELD 74'.1."1 h 'l95 l 521~0 14.6 22.7 
FAYETTE :''i4-"l 24775 22554 9.8 2.8 
FRANKLIN q 'l 'l? ~o 682'162 501410 35.7 22.0 
FUL HJ!\I ,.~:1""1 2G'H'l 2!)58(1 14.5 12.g 
GALL IA :n; z 1 o :!6121) 24910 4.9 -3 .4 
GFAUG~ l-_."~77 4757~ 26646 78.5 32.4 
GREENE 12C::·1C:.7 '14642 59892 oC.7 32.l 
GUERNSEY 'l 7 6 t.. r; , 9579 38452 .3 -2.4 
HAMI l TON q., .:.(' 1 ~ ' 1 ">'t121 723952 19.4 o.9 
HANCOCK ~1:'17 5'686 44280 21.2 14.0 
!H~O IN ~i''\ q l ~ 2Q6'2~ 2867, 3.3 4.0 
T~BLE 1. CONTINUED OHIO 
NU4E POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
\q70 1960 1950 50-60 b0-10 
HARRISON l ?f"ll 3 17995 19054 -5.6 -~.5 
HE"'RY 27'158 25392 22423 13. 2 b.b 
HIGHLAND ? SiQQ':i 29716 281!38 5.4 -2.4 
HOCKING 2r· V? 20168 19520 3.3 .8 
HOLMES 2 3c''P4 21591 18760 15.1 b.b 
HURON 491587 47326 39353 20.3 4.8 
JACKSON 27174 zq112 27767 5.8 -7.5 
JFFFERSON or,19~ 9Q21)1 96495 2.a -3.0 
KNOX 41795 38808 35287 10.0 1.1 
L~KE , 97?ni") 1487()0 75979 95.7 32.o 
LAWRENCE 568t,~ 5!:i438 49115 12.9 4.6 I 
LICKING· 10~790 102~2 70645 21.1 19.5 (/1 
LOGAN 'ic:;;r.12 34Mn 31329 11.1 .a 
I 
LORAIN :>'i6341 .?t75')Q 149162 46.8 ld.l 
LUCAS 4~4~7" 45~931 395551 15.5 6.3 
M.\OISON 2~'.\1 8 26.454 223(1() 18.6 1.0 
MAHONING ~~~4"4 ~f"l(l480 257629 16.o l.O 
MAR. t 01\1 f..4724 6•1221 49959 20.5 7.5 
MEDINA 8?717 65315 4')417 61.b 26.b 
MF. IGS 1~700 22159 2 "1i2 21 -4.6 -10.1 
MERCER V>?~" '?'lC)Q 28311 15.0 8.3 
MIAMI ~~342 72:Jn1 61309 18.9 15.7 
MONROE 1c:;;7;q l!:i268 1 ';'30? -.o 3. l 
MONTGO,.,ERV '11olt•tl 5270R<' l9844l 32.3 15.0 
MORGAN 1?175 12747 12836 -.1 -z.q 
MORROW 2\"l,4~ \q4('5 17168 13.:) 10. '.) 
MUSKINGUM 77~?6 7~159 74535 6.2 -1.7 
NOIRE 1"'.+?.q 1 '1'18? 11750 -o.5 -5.0 
OTTAWA 17)qa -,,532; 29469 l~.9 5.('l 
PAULO ING 1')~?~ 16792 15047 11.6 15.l 
PF.RRV ?7414 2 7q64 2d999 -3.9 -1. 5 
PICKAWAY 4~':171 ;i;es5 293S2 22.2 11. d 
PIKE t ~ 11 4 'Q".\~0 14607 32.7 -1. 4 
TABLE 1 • CONTINUFO OHIO 
NAME POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
PORTAGE l?.5868 ~1798 63954 43.5 37.1 
PREBLE ~47!Q 32498 27081 20.0 6.8 
PUTNAM ~1134 2R331 25248 12.2 9.9 
RICHLA~D ~2qqq1 l l 7761 'H305 29.0 lU.4 
ROSS ~1 n t 61215 54424 12.5 -.o 
SANDUSKY ~')qg3 56486 46114 22.5 8.0 
SCIOTO 769'51 84216 82910 1.6 -8.6 
SENECA 60696 l)Q~26 52978 12.0 2.3 
SHEL RY ~7?'48 ~'3586 28488 17.9 12.4 
STARK 'l7.,?tr. '340345 283194 20.2 9.4 
SU~MIT 5c:; 7 171 51356 9 410032 25.3 7.8 
TRUMRULL ?1:?'579 208526 158915 31.2 11.5 I 
TUSCARA.WA5 7 .. 7 ?, 1 76789 70320 9.2 .5 
O'l 
I 
UNION .., 'l. 7 p 6 2?~53 20687 10.5 4 .11 . 
VAN WERT 2y1q4 2'lS40 26971 6.9 1.2 
VINT!JN :-i4 'IJ !')~74 11759 -4.5 -8.1 
WARREN 34 '=I'.' c; o57l l . 3>3'5C5 70.7 24. ~ 
W~SHINGTO"l 571fi() 5l689 44407 16.4 10.6 
WAYNE ~71?1 7c:,1.q7 5>3716 2 8 .b 15.4 
WILL TAMS 3 'I.,~, 9 2 qq6q 26202 14.4 12.3 
wOOO G07?2 72596 59605 21.8 23.o 
WYAl'mOT nR26 2!649 19785 9.4 .8 
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TABlE z. COUNTIFS OF 01-ilfl 
RANKED BY SJzi:: I-~ ~ 971"1 A~D 1960 
RANK R~NK NA~1E POPULATION POPULATION 
71'l 60 1970 1960 
l 1 CUYAHflGA 1721300 1647895 
2 ? YA~ILTON Q24')18 8641?1 
1 ~ FRANKLIN 83324Q 682962 
4 4 "10NTGOMEPY 606148 527080 
c; c:; SUMMIT 5'>3371 513569 ,, 6 LUCAS 48437" 456931 
7 7 STARK. 372210 340345 
B ~ .'1AHON I NG 303424 300480 
q q LORAIN ?. 56843 217500 
10 1 f) TR UM ~UL L ?32579 208526 
11 1 1 RUTLER 226207 199076 
12 12 LAKF 197200 148700 
13 l~ CLARK 157115 131440 
14 14 RICHLAND 12')9'H 117761 
1 c; 20 PORTAGE 125868 91798 
16 18 GREENE 12'>057 94642 
17 16 ALLEN l ll 144 103691 
18 15 COLUMBIANA 108310 107004 
19 ?1 LICKING 107799 90242 
20 19 ASHTA~ULA 982 37 93067 
21 17 JEFFERSON 96193 99201 
22 24 CLERMONT 95725 80530 
23 2q jifQOD 89722 72596 
24 27 WAYNE 87123 75497 
25 31 ~ARR EN 84925 65711 
26 28 MT AMI 84342 72901 
27 3? ~EDINA 82717 65315 
28 ., 3 "'F.LMONT 80917 83864 
29 ? " MUSKINGU~ 77826 79159 
";\') ?6 TUSCARAWAS 77211 76789 
'3 l '.>., SCIOTO 76951 842lb 
12 1" ERIE 759oq 68000 
33 ~~ FAIRFIELD 71301 63951 
34 15 t.1A R. I :lN 64724 60221 
3'5 ~1 GEAUGA 62977 47573 
~6 19 HANCOCK 61217 53686 
31 14 Q.OSS 6l211 61215 
~8 17 SANDUSKY 60983 56486 
"9 '36 SENECA 60696 59326 
40 40 WASHINGTON 57160 51689 
41 18 LAWRENCE 56868 55438 
42 4~ ATHENS 54889 46998 
43 44 CRAWFORD 50364 46775 
lt4 4? HURON 49587 47326 
4'5 45 DARKE 49141 45612 
46 47 ASHLAND 43301 38771 
47 c:;n DELA~ARE 42908 36107 
48 46 KNOX 41795 38808 
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TABLE ?. CONT lf'~UE D OHIO 
RANK RANK NA~E POPULATION POPULATION 
70 6f) 1970 1960 
4q c:;1 PICKA~AY 41)071 35855 
50 49 AUGLAIZF 38602 3614-7 
51 54 SHELAY 37748 33586 
52 4q GUERNSEY ~7665 38579 
51 c;7 OTT.Av-IA 37099 35323 
54 58 :JEFl/\!IJCF '.\6~49 31508 
55 r; r; '1ERCf:R 3526'5 32559 
56 5 '3 LOGAN 35072 34803 
i; 7 56 PREBLE 14719 32498 
58 ~o W'llLLIA'1S 31669 29968 
59 57 C!lSHOCTIJl\J 33't86 32224 
6n 6 c; FULTnN 33071 29301 
61 i:;q CLINTON 31464 30004 
62 '> 7 PUT NA~ 31134 28331 
6~ 63 HARO IN 30813 29633 
64 6-:? CHAMPAIGI'! 30491 297l't 
65 '>6 VAr~ WERT 29194 28840 
66 '11 HIGHLAl\JD 7- '3996 2Q716 
67 '>9 ~ADISO~ 28ll8 26454 
68 68 PERRY 27434 27864' 
69 &4 JACKSON ?7174 29372 
70 71 HENRY 27058 25392 
71 1 'l RR OWN 26635 25l7d 
72 71 FAYETF: 25461 24775 
73 7 r. GALLIA 25239 26120 
74 74 IJNION 23786 22853 
75 77 HOLMES 23024 21591 
76 76 WYANDOT 211326 21648 
77 7q CARROLL 21579 20857 
78 J:\l MORROW 21348 19405 
79 79 HOCKll'ljG 2()322 20168 
80 7 C\ ME tGS iq799 22159 
Bl q4 PAULOl'\IG lq~29 16792 
82 8? PIKE 19114 19380 
83 '30 ADA""S 18957 19982 
84 3~ HARRISON 17013 17995 
85 8" MONROE 15739 15268 
86 '31> MORGAN 123 75 12747 
87 87 NOBLE 10428 10982 
88 88 VINTON 9420 10274 
-~-
TABLE 3. COUNT IFS OF OHIO 
RANKED BY PFRCENT CHANGE lq60-70, 195:)-60 
RANK RANK NAM[ PERCENT CHANGE PERCENT (.HANGE 
60-70 50-60 60-70 50-60 
1 8 PORTAGF 37.l 43.5 
2 1 LAKE 32 .6 95.7 
3 1 GEAUGA ~2.4 78.5 
4 
" 
GREENf: 32.l 60.7 
5 4 wa.R.REN 29.2 10. 7 
6 5 M[Dl"JA 26.6 61.6 
7 22 WOOD 23.6 21.8 
8 q FRANKLIN 2?.0 35.7 
9 ~9 CLARK 1q.5 17.7 
10 17 LICKING lq.5 21.1 
11 ? CLERMONT lq.9 90.9 
l2 12 DELAWARE 18.8 lq.3 
1~ 7 LOR A I !\J 1 9 .1 46.8 
14 ?1 DEFIANCE 17.3 21.5 
15 77 ATrlENS 16.8 2.5 
16 11 ~JAMI 15.7 18.9 
17 16 WAYNE 15.4 28.6 
18 57 PAULDING 111. l 11.b 
19 12 MOl\ITGOMERY 15.0 32.3 
20 19 FAIRFIELD 14.6 22.7 
21 ?4 HANCOCK 14.f" 21.2 
22 1 ') RUTl_ ER l "'. 6 35.2 21 4B F UL TnN 12.9 14.5 
24 18 SHF:LBY 12.4 17.9 
25 49 llILLIAMS 12.3 14.4 
?. 6 21 PICKAWAY 11. A 22.2 
21 4? ASHLAND 11. 7 17.3 
28 14 ERIF 11. 6 29.4 zq l~ TRU~t3ULL 1 1 • 5 31.2 
30 44 WASHINGTON l r). 6 16.4 
11 l5 RICHLAND 10.4 29.0 
'2 5, MORkOW 10.0 13.0 
31 55 PUTNA~ 9.9 12.2 
14 28 STARK 9.4 20.2 
35 47 Mf\-1..CEK 8.3 15.0 
16 2 (\ SANDUS!< Y 8.0 22.5 
37 lR SU~MIT 7.8 25.3 
'38 ,c; CRAWFORO 7.7 20.7 
39 61 KNOX 1.1 10.0 
4n 66 DARKE 1.1 9.1 
41 ?.6 MARION 7.5 20.5 
42 4" ALLEN 1.2 17.6 
43 v; MADISO!\I 7.0 18.6 
44 ~1 HA~JLTON 6.9 19.4 
45 37 AUGLAIZE 6.8 18.0 
46 2q PREBLE 6.8 20.0 
47 4f> HOL~ES 6.6 15.l 
48 51 HENRY 6.6 13.2 
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TABLE 3. CONTINUFD nHin 
RANK RANK NAME PERCENT CHANGE PERCENT CHANGt 
6t')-70 5n-6o 60-70 50-60 
49 45 LUCAS 6.0 15.5 
c;o 5f'I BROWN 5.8 13.3 
51 36 ASHTABULA 5.6 18.3 
52 10 IJTTAWA i;. 0 19.9 
51 4l CLINTON 4.q 17.3 
54 27 HUROl\I 4.8 20. 3 
55 14 CUYArlOGA 4.5 18.6 
56 61"1 UNION 4.1 10.5 
57 7c; HARDil\I 4.0 3.3 
5A 73 cnSHOCTuN 3.9 3.5 
59 63 CARROLL '.\. 5 9.5 
60 ~n MONROE 3.1 -.b 
61 62 FAYETTE 2.8 q.a 
62 5':\ LAWRENCE 2.6 12.9 
63 s; q CHAMPAIGN 2.6 10.9 
64 56 SEl\IECA 2.3 12.0 
65 67 CtJLUMRIANA 1.2 a.2 
66 !>8 VAN ~ERT 1.2 6.9 
67 4~ MAHONING 1.0 16.6 
68 58 LOGAN .8 11.1 
69 64 WYANDOT .8 9.4 
70 74 HOCKING .8 3.3 
71 65 ruse AR AW AS .5 9.2 
12 54 ROSS - .o 12.5 
73 11 PIKF -1.4 32.7 
74 83 PERRY 
-l.5 -~.9 
715 6q MUSKINGUM -1.7 6.2 
76 71 HIGHLAND -2.4 5.4 
77 7q GUFRNSEY -2.4 .3 
78 81 '10RGAN -2.9 -.7 
7q 76 JEFFER()Ol\I -3.0 2.8 
80 72 GALLIA -3.4 4.9 
81 84 BELMONT -3.5 -4.4 
82 8R NOBLE -5.C' -6.5 
8~ 8? ADAMS -5. l -2.5 
R4 87 HAKRISON 
-5.5 -5.6 
85 70 JACKSON -7.5 5.8 
86 ss; VINTON -8.3 -4.5 
87 78 SCIOTO -d.6 1.6 
88 86 MEIGS -10.1 -4.6 
TABLE 4. POPULATJ ON AND PERCENT CHANGE OF INCORPORATED PLACES IN OHIO 
195)-1970 
NA~E COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
ABERDFEN BROWN 1165 774 551 '+0.5 50.5 
AO.\ HARDIN 5309 3918 3640 7.6 35.5 
ADA~SVILLE MUSKINGUM 174 167 164 1.8 4.2 
ADDYSTON HAMILTO"'J 13l6 1376 1651 -16.7 -2.9 
Af1El PH I ROSS 455 441 392 12.5 3.2 
ADE"4A JEFF FR SON - HARRISON 1134 1 317 1517 -13.2 -13.9 
AKRON SU~MJT ?75425 290 351 274605 5.7 -5.l 
ALBANY ATHPJS gqq 629 525 19.d 42.9 
Al EX ANOR I~ LICKING 588 452 464 -2.b 30.1 
ALGER Hl\ROIN l 071 1068 943 13.3 .3 
ALLIANCE ST A 1-i K - MAHONING 26547 28362 26161 8.4 -o.4 
ALVOROTON WILLIAMS '3 51 388 335 15.d -9.5 
AMANOA FAIRFIELD 798 732 587 2.4.7 7.7 I 
A~BERL EY HAMIL TON 5574 2951 885 233.4 8 8.-} ..... 
AMELIA C LfRMO"H 0'20 913 601 51.9 -1. 0 ·"2 
..... 
... I 
A~ESVlllf AT HF.NS 295 255 269 -:,.2 15.7 
A~HERST LORAIN 99r)2 6750 3542 90.6 '+o. 7 
A~STERDAM JEFFERSflN 882 931 1048 -11.2 -5.3 
Al\IOO\IER ASHTARULA l:l 79 1116 1102 1.3 5.b 
ANNA S HFL RY 792 701 554 20.5 13.u 
ANSONIA lJ!\kK E 1144 1002 877 14.3 ... 2 
ANTl'1CH ~ Dr~ROE 112 110 112 -1.8 1.8 
A~TWERP PAULDING 17~5 1465 1102 2b .1 18.4 
APPLE CREfK w AYl\JE 784 722 548 31.8 :i • 6 
AQUILLA GEAUGA 389 459 386 ia.9 -15.3 
ARCADIA Hl\NCOCK ,r,139 610 529 15.3 13.J 
ARCANU~ DARKE 1993 1678 1530 9.7 1 8. ti 
ARCHROLD FULTON 3047 2348 1486 5d.O 29.d 
ARLINGTON HA\ICOCK 1 066 955 825 15.b 11.b 
AR. LI NG TON HEIGHT<; Hl\MIL TO\! 1476 1355 1312 3.3 8.~ 
ASHLAND A SHL A"JD l Q~72 1 7419 14287 21.9 14.l 
ASHLEY DEL~wAo.i: 10 ~4 907 798 13.7 l 4. l) 
AS HT ABUL A ~SHTABULA 24 31 ':t 24559 23696 3.b -1.0 
TABLE 4. CUNTINUtU Ut-1l U 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-bO 60-70 
ASHVILLE PICKAWAY 1772 1639 1303 25.8 8.1 
ATHALIA LAWRENCE 287 341 307 ll. l -15.d 
ATHENS ATHENS 21310 16470 11660 41.3 41.5 
ATTICA Sf.NE CA 1005 965 858 12.5 4.l 
AURORA POPTAGE 6549 4049 571 609.l 61. 7 
AVON LORAIN 7214 6002 2773 llo.4 20.2 
AVON LAKE L O~A IN 12 261 9403 4342 116.6 30.4 
BAINBRIDGE ROSS 10'>7 1001 964 3.8 5.6 
RA I ROS TOWN WOOD 138 182 188 -3.2 -24.l. 
BA I LEY LAKES ASHLAND 394 0 0 .o .o 
AALTIC TUSCAPAWAS 571 537 493 8.9 6.3 
BALTIMORE FAIRFIELD 2418 2116 1843 14.8 14. 3 
BA~BERTON SUMMIT "30'i2 33805 27820 21.5 -2.2 I 
BARNESVILLE RELl.101'11T 4292 4425 4665 -5.l -3.0 ..... 
BARr-.iHILL TUSCARA~AS 139 350 392 -10.7 - 3 ..... 
N 
I 
BATAVIA CLER"'10NT 189•4 l 729 1445 19.7 9.s· 
BATESVILLE NflBLE 148 160 149 7.4 -7.5 
F\AV VILLAGE C UY AH·lGA 18163 14489 6917 109.5 2 5 ... 
BAY VIEW ER If 798 802 0 .o 
__ ,
REACH C ITV STARK l 'i 3 3 1151 940 22.4 - l. () 
BEACHWOno CUY fl HfJG ~ 9631 6089 1073 467.~ 58.2 
RE~LLSVILL'= ~r:JNRUE 452 441 410 7.b .2. 5 
BEAVER PI Kt '31 7 341 285 l~.6 -7.J 
BEAVERDAM ALLEN 525 514 450 14.2 2.1 
BEDFORD CUYAHOGA 17552 15223 9105 67.2 15.3 
REDFORD HEIGHTS CUV AWJGA 13063 5275 0 .o 14 7 .o 
BELLAIRE f'FLMO:>.JT 9655 11502 1257 3 -8.5 -lo.l 
BELLBROOK GP EENE 1268 941 425 121.4 34.d 
BELLE CPHER LrlGA"J q':45 949 8A9 6.7 3.8 
RELLEFONT<\Il'\IE U'GAN 11255 11424 10232 ll .b -1.5 
BFLLE VALLEY N08L E 39 3 438 458 -4.4 -10.3 
RELLFVUE HURON -SANDUSKY 8604 8286 6906 20.u 3.d 
RELLVILLE PICHLAl'\I!) 1695 l 62 l 1355 19.6 J.9 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OH In 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
BELMONT BFLMONT 6b6 563 638 -11.s ld.3 
BELMORE PUTNAM 319 232 216 7.4 31. 5 
BELOIT MAHONING 921 877 778 12.7 5.0 
13ELPRE wr,sHlNGTON 7189 5418 2451 121.l 3 2.. 7 
BENTLEYVILLE CUYAWlGA 338 30 l 152 9d.O 12.3 
BENTON RIDGE 1-iANCtlCK 329 325 33 7 -3.6 1.2 
BE~EA CUYAHOGA 22396 16592 12051 37.7 35.0 
f:\ERGHOLZ JEFFERSON 9.t4 955 1035 -1.1 -4.3 
BERKEY LUCAS 294 257 239 7.5 14.4 
BERLIN HEIGHTS ERIE 828 721 613 17.6 14.d 
BETHEL Clt~MONT 2214 2019 1932 4.5 9.7 
BETHESDA 8ELMONT 1157 1178 1158 1.7 -1. d 
BETTSVILLE SFNECA 833 776 687 13.U 7. j I 
RE VERL Y waSHl~GTON 1396 1194 72 3 o5.l lb.9 ...... 
BEXLEY F~ANKLIN 14888 14319 12378 15.7 4 •. 1£1 
w 
I 
BLAKESLEE WfLLIA"'IS l 61 156 142 '.J. 9 4.5· 
BLANCHESTER Cl INTIJN 3()80 2944 2109 39.6 ... 0 
BLOOMDALE wrnn 727 ' 669 592 13.0 o.7 
Bl DOM I NGBURG FAYETTE 895 719 62 '3 15.4 24.5 
BLOOMINGD~LE JFF-F~RSDN 239 284 324 -li..3 l. d 
BLOOMVILLE SEN~CI\ 894 836 759 10. l !) • 7 
BLUE ASH HMH L TD'\I 8324 8 341 0 .o - • 2. 
BLUFFTON ALL[N 2935 2591 242 3 o.9 l 3. 3 
BOLIVAR TUSC~~AWAS 1084 932 776 20.1 16.3 
BOSTON HEIGHT<; SUMMIT d4o 831 646 28.6 l.b 
BOTKINS SHEL RY 1057 854 608 40. 5 23.8 
ROWFRSTON HtiRO.ISO'\I 47q 463 522 -11. 3 3.5 
BOWERSVILLE GPEENf 358 327 362 -9.7 9.5 
BOWLING GRFE=N WOOD 217t>O 13574 12005 13.1 b0.3 
BR AOFORD M I A~ I - DARKE 2163 2148 2055 4.5 .7 
BRADNER W(HJD 1140 994 924 7.o 14.7 
BRADY LAKE PrJR T AGE 450 544 444 22.5 -17.3 
RR AT F.NAHL C 1_1 Y A HUG I\ 161 3 l 332 1240 7.4 21. l 
TABLE 4. CONTINUEO OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1 <HO 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
BRECKSVILLE CUYAHOGA 9137 5435 2664 104.0 68.l 
BREMEN FAIRFIELD 1413 1417 1187 19.4 -.3 
BREWSTER STARK 2020 2025 1618 25.2 -.2 
BRIARWOOD REACH MtOTNA 508 359 0 .o 41.5 
BRICE FPANKllN 2.2 8 0 0 .o .o 
BRIDGE PORT HfLMONT 3001 3824 4309 -11.3 -21.5 
BRILLIANT JEffERSnt.I 2178 2174 2066 5.2 .2 
BROADVIEW H(l\,HTS CUYAHOGA 11463 6209 2279 172 .4 134.6 
BROOKLYN CUYAHnGA 13142 10733 6317 69.9 22.4 
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA 1527 1449 ~.3 l 55.6 5.4 
BROOK PARK CIJY l\HfJGA 30774 12 A56 2606 393.3 l3 ~ .4 
BROOKSIDE REL~ONT 939 831 845 -1.7 13 .o 
BROOKVILLE MONTG!JMf~Y 440'3 3184 l 908 oo.9 38.3 I 
P.ROUGHTON PdULDlN!-; 1 r; r; 153 128 14. 5 l.3 
..... 
~ 
BRUNSWICK Mfrll"JA · l'5R52 l l 725 0 .o 3 5-~~ I 
RRV.AN WILL IA._,S 7008 7361 6365 15.6 -4. c; 
BUCHTF.L /\THFNS 592 499 569 -12.3 .l. d .b 
BUCKLAND AUGlAIZF ;> ~ 1 300 274 9.5 -6. 3 
BUCYRUS CRAWF1R) 1:q11 12276 l 0327 ld.Y o.8 
BURBANK WAY"Jf 354 324 393 -1 7 .6 9.3 
AURGOON SANDUSKY 221 243 223 t1 • 0 -9 .1 
BURKETTSVILLE M~RCER -DARKE 219 290 211 37.-. - 3 .b 
BURTON GE AU r.A 1214 1085 932 l~.4 11.9 
BUTLER RICHLA"JD 1052 976 833 17.2 1.a 
BUTLERVILLF WARREN '?04 224 152 47.4 -8.9 
BYESVILLE GUERNSEY 20-17 2447 2236 9.4 ~14.3 
CADIZ HA~RISO:-.J 1060 3259 3020 7.9 -b.l 
CAIRO l\LLfN 587 566 505 12.1 3.7 
CALOWELL r-.JnHLF 2J82 l 999 1767 13.l 4.2 
CALEDONIA ~A~ I IJ~ 792 673 655 2.. 1 1 7. 7 
CAMBRIDGF GUE-PNSEY 13656 14562 14739 -1.2 -o.2 
CAMDEN l'PF"LE- 1 507 1308 1084 20. 1 15.2 
CA~PBELL MAHONl"JG 12577 13406 12882 4.1 -6.2. 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
CANAL FULTON STARK 2367 1555 1258 23.6 52.2 
CANAL WINCHESTER FRANKLIN -FAIRFIELD 2412 1976 1194 65.5 22.1 
CANFIELD MAHONING 4q97 3252 l4b5 122.0 53.7 
CANTON STl\RK 11005'3 113631 116912 -2.d -3.l 
CARDINGTON MORR Ow 1730 1613 1465 10 .1 7.3 
CAREY WYANDOT 3 52 3 3722 3260 14.2 -5.3 
CARLISLE WARR EN - MONTGOMERY 3821 671 ,0 .o 469.4 
CARROLL FAIRFIELD 614 444 416 6.7 38.3 
CARROLL TOl'i CARROLL 2817 2786 2658 4.8 1.1 
CASSTOWN MIAMI 380 366 368 -.5 3.8 
CASTALIA EPIE 1045 954 736 29.tJ 9.5 
CASTI"JE DARKE 150 169 146 15.8 -11.2 
CATAWR~ CLARK '32 3 l55 313 13 .4 -9.0 I 
CECIL PAUL 11 ING 295 288 266 8.3 2. 't ' ..... (11 
CE DA.RV llLt G~EfNF 2342 1 702 129Z 31.7 37;6' I 
CELINA MF:RCFK 7779 7659 5703 ,4.3 l.b 
CENTERBURG KNOX 1038 963 887 8.6 7.8 
CFNTERVILLE M!JtHG'lMFRY 10333 3490· 827 '322.0 196.l 
CENTREVILLE GALLIA 114 251 142 76.8 -:>4.6 
CHAGRIN FALLS CUVl\HOGA 4648 34'58 3085 12.l 4C.l 
Cl-fAMBERSBlJRG GALLIA 156 205 225 -8.9 -23.9 
CHARDON GEAUGA '3991 3154 2.:+18 27.3 26. 5 
CHATFIFLO CRMff'lRD 2<H 263 204 28.9 10.6 
CHAUNCEY ATHENS 1117 996 1016 -2.(J li.l 
CHERRY FOR.K ADA~S 176 185 197 -o.l -4.9 
CHESAPEAKE LAWRfNCF 1364 1396 1285 8.6 -2.3 
CHESHIRE GALLIA 315 369 0 .o -14.6 
CHESTERHILL MORGAN 361 876 426 105. 6 -5ts.8 
CHESTERVILLE MllRROW 264 275 208 32.2 -4.0 
CHEVIOT HAMIL TOl\J ll 135 10701 9944 7.o . 4 .1 
CHICKASAW MERCER 326 275 166 65.7 18.5 
CH I LL I COTl-ff POSS 24842 24957 20133 24.0 -.s 
Cl-fllO CLFR~ONT 174 0 0 • (J .o 
TABLE l+. COl\JTINUED OHIO 
NAME CQUNTV PUP UL AT ION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
CHIPPEWA-ON THE-LAKE MEDTN4 l41 210 107 '96.3 bl.It 
CHRISTIANSBURG CHA114PAIGN 724 788 666 16.3 -s.1 
CINCINNATI HAMIL TON 4?2524 502550 503996 -.3 -10.0 
CIRCLFVllLE PICKAWAY 11687 11059 8723 26.8 5.7 
CLARINGTON MONK OE 318 394 478 -17.t> -14.2 
CL ARKS BURG ROSS 457 438 391 12.0 4.3 
CL ARKS VILLE CLINTON i:;74 583 510 14.3 -1.5 
CLAY CENTER OTTAWA 370 446 590 -24.4 -11.0 
CLAYT0"4 '40NTGuMERY 773 550 466 18.0 40.5 
CLEVF.LAND CUYAHOGA 750903 876050 914808 -4.2 -14.3 
CLEVELAND HE IGrlT S CUYAHOGA 6fl7b7 61813 59141 4.5 -1.1 
CLEVFS HAMIL TOt\I ?IJ44 2076 1981 4. tj -1.5 
CLIFTON GPFENE-CLARK 216 230 220 4.5 -6.l I 
CLINTON SUM1141T 11~5 924 397 132.7 44.~ 
.... 
en 
253 237 zoo 
.•. I CLOVERDALE PUT NA~ ld.5 6.8 
CLYDE SANflUSKY 55~·3 4826 4083 18.2 14.0 
COAL GROVE LAwRE"tCF 2759 2961 2492 18.8 -6.8 
COALTON JACKSON 550 648· 628 3.2 -15.l 
COLDWATER ~ERCff{ 3531 2766 2217 24.8 21. 7 
COLLF.GE CORNER PP EALE - BUTLER 4,')8 439 46ti -b. 2 - 7 .1 
COLUMRI AN4 COLUMtl t ANA 495q 4164 3369 23.o l~.l 
COLUMBUS FPANKLJN 539677 471316 375901 25.4 14.5 
COLUMBUS GROVF PUT NA,_, 2290 2104 1936 8.7 8.8 
COMMERCIAL POINT PICKAWAY 320 '308 238 29.4 3.9 
CONESVILLE COSHOCTON 448 451 466 -3.2 -.7 
CflNGRf SS WAYNE 205 186 186 .o 10.2 
CONNEAUT ASHTABULA 14552 10557 10230 3.2 37.8 
CONT I NFNT AL PUTNAM 1185 1147 102'3 12.l 3.J 
CONVOY VAN WERT q91 976 910 7.3 1.5 
COOLVILLE !\THENS 672 443 469 -5.5 51.7 
CORNING PrRPY 838 1065 1215 -12.3 -21.J 
COR.TLANO TPU~HULL 2525 1957 1259 55.4 29.0 
CORWIN WARREN 346 447 32b 37.l -22.6 
TABLE 4. CONTINUEO OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANt1E CHANGE 
1970 1<160 1950 50-60 60-70 
COSHOCTON COSHOCTON 13747 13106 11675 12. 3 4.9 
COVINGTON M IA'-1 I 2575 2473 2172 13.9 4.1 
CRAIG REACH MAHONING 1451 11'39 569 100.2 2 7 .4 
CR.ESTLINF CRAWFORD 5947 5521 4til4 19.7 1.1 
CRESTON WAYNE 1632 152 2 1300 17.l 1.2 
CRIDERSVILLE AUGL A I l E 1103 1053 684 53.9 4.7 
CROOKSVILLE PERRY 28?8 2958 2960 -.1 -4.4 
CR OWN CI TY GALLIA 371 323 301 7.3 14.9 
CIJMBER LAND GU FR !\JSEY 463 493 537 -a.2 -0.1 
CUSTAR WOOD 277 246 263 -6.5 12.6 
CUYAHOGA FALLS SUMMIT 49678 47922 29195 64.l 3.7 
CUYAHOGA HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA '366 796 713 !l.6 d.d 
CYGNET wnno 62Q 593 52 7 12.5 6.l I 
DALTON WAYNE 1177 l 067 938 13.b 10.3 ..... •. "'..J 
DANVILLE KNOX 10~.5 926 853 8.b 10.j I 
DARBVDALE FRANKLl\I 741 740 0 .o .4 
OARAVVILLE PICKAWAY 229 213 20 3 4.9 1.i; 
DAYTON ~flNTGOMfRY '.43601 262332 243872 1.b - 7 .1 
DEER PARK HAMILTON 7415 8423 7241 16.3 -12.0 
DEE~SVTLLE HARR I SON q1 136 149 -8.7 -33.l 
DEFIANCE nt·FIA"lCE: 1'>281 14553 11265 29.2 11 • 'i 
DE GRAFF LOGAN 1117 996 972 2.5 12.l 
DELAWARE DELAWARE 15008 11282 11804 12. !) 13.0 
DELLROY CARROLL 363 391 358 9.2 -1.2 
DELPHOS ALLF.N -VAN WERT 7~08 (>961 6220 11.9 9.3 
DELTA FULTON 2544 2376 2120 12.1 7. l 
rlENNISON TUSCl\R~WAS ":\506 4158 4432 -6.2 -15.7 
DESHLER HENRY l93A 1824 1623 12.4 t>.3 
DEXTER CITY NOBLE 178 197 170 15.9 -9.6 
DTLLONVALE JFFFF.RSON 1095 1232 140 7 -12.4 -11.1 
DONNELSVILLE CLARK 278 273 285 -4.2 l.d 
OOVER TIJSCARAWAS 11516 11300 9852 14.7 l.9 
DOYLESTOWl\I WAYNE 237"' 1873 1358 37.9 2.6.7 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHAN Gt 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
O~ESOEN MUSKINGUM 1516 1338 1310 2.1 13.3 
DUBLIN FRANKLIN 681 552 289 91.0 23.4 
DUNKIRK HARDIN 1036 1006 972 3.5 3.~ 
DUPONT PUTNAM 302 239 225 6.2 26.4 
EAST CANTON STARK l6ll 1521 1001 51.9 1.2 
FAST CLEV~LAND CUYAHOGA 39600 37991 40047 -5.1 4.2 
EASTLAKE LAKE 196~0 12467 7486 6b.5 57.9 
El\ST LIVERPOrJL COLUMBIANA 20020 22306 24217 -7.9 -10.2 
EAST PALESTINE COLUMB JANA 5b04 5232 5195 .1 7.1 
EA ST SPART A STARK 959 961 811 18.5 -.2 
E~TON PP EBLE 6020 5034 4242 18.7 19.6 
EDGERTON WILLJA"'IS 2126 1566 1246 25.7 3 ~. t3 
EDISON MORRO~ 569 559 471 18.7 1.8 I 
EDON WILL IAMS 803 757 645 17.4 () · l .... 00 
El DORADO PREBLE 483 449 364 Z3.4 J.:L 9 I 
ELGIN VAN wERT -~q 80 126 -Jo. 5 11. 3 
ELIDA ALLEN l 211 1215 607 1()0. 2 -.3 
ELMORE OTTAWA 1316 130.2 1215 1. l. 4.1 
ELMWOOD PL ACF HAMILTON .1525 381 l 4113 -7.3 -7 .6 
EL YR I A UJRA IN 5~427 43782 30307 44.5 22.0 
i::-.PIRF. JF.FFERSON 4q1 551 610 -9.7 -10.9 
ENGLEWC'OD 14(1NT GOMER Y 7885 1515 678 123.5 420.5 
ENON CLARK l 92q 1227 4b2 lb5.6 57.2 
EUCLID CUYAHOGA 71552 62998 41396 52.2 13.6 
EVENDALE HAMILTON l 967 773 0 .o 154.5 
FAIRBORN GRfENE 32267 19453 7847 1'+7.9 65.9 
FAIRFAX HAMiLTUN 2705 2430 0 .o ll.3 
F~IRFIEL!1 BUTLER 14680 97~4 0 .o 50 .ti 
FAIRLAWN SUM~IT 6102 0 0 .o • o 
FAIRPORT LAKE 3665 4267 4519 -5.b -14.l 
FAIRVIEW GUE.~NSEY - BELMONT 110 \66 192 -13.5 -33.7 
FAIRVIEW PAPK CUYi\Hl.lGA ?1681 14624 9311 57.l 4&.J 
FA~MERSVILLE Mnt'HGOME~Y 86'; 797 587 35.8 8.5 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CrlANGf: CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
FAYETTE FUl TON 1175 ioqo 1003 0.1 7.8 
FAYETTEVILLE ~ROWN 415 389 401 -3.0 o.7 
FELICITY CLERMONT 786 878 716 22.0 -10.s 
FINDLAY HANCOCK 3c;aoo 30344 23845 27.3 18.0 
Fl ETCHER Ml AMI 5 3 9 569 515 10. ~ -5.3 
FLORIDA HCNRY 285 290 227 27.ti -l.7 
FLUSHING HELMO~JT 1207 1189 1158 2.1 l.5 
FOREST PARK HAMILTON 15139 0 0 .o .o 
FORf ST Hl\Rf)JN 1535 1314 1114 18.0 lb.d 
FORT JENNINGS PUTNAM 533 436 330 32.l 22.2 
FORT LO~A"1IE SHELBY 744 687 508 35.2 d.3 
FORT RECOVERY MEl{CER 1348 1336 1231 8.5 . ~ 
FORT SHAw~l'=F hllfN ~436 0 0 • ll .u 
.!.. 
FOSTORIA SENF.CA -HANDCOCK-WOOD !6<Y~7 15732 14351 9.o l • -j l.D 
FRANKFORT •. R'JSS 949 871 q69 • 2 9··10 I .. 
FRANKL IN W ARJ:; EN 10015 7917 5 3 B!:i <+o.9 2. 1. 3 
FRAZEYSBURG "1USK I NGUM 941 842 689 22. 2. ll.d 
FR EDER I SCKBURG WAYNE 601 565 51 7 9.3 o.4 
FREDERICKTOWN KNOX l 9~5 1531 1467 4.4 26.4 
FREEPORT HhRRISIJN 490 503 566 -11.1 -2.6 
FRE~ONT St-.NDUSK Y 1q490 l 7 573 lb537 o.3 5.2 
FULTON r-1[lRRn·..i 377 292 26q deb 29.l 
GAHANNA FRANKLIN 124')0 2717 59b 355.9 .356.4 
GALFNA OELAWA'<t: ~61 411 424 -3.l -12.2 
GALION Cl< AwF'lRi) 1~1?3 12650 9952 2 7. 1 3.7 
GALLIPOLIS G~LLih 7490 ~775 7871 11. 5 -14.6 
GAMBIER KNJX 1571 1148 1037 10.7 36.8 
GANN KNOX 172 19\ 177 7.9 -9.9 
GARFIELD 1-iFIGHTS CUYArlOGI\ 41417 38455 2lbb2 77.5 1.1 
GARRETTSVILLF PIJRTAGE 1718 l6b2 1504 10.5 3.4 
GATES MILLS CUY A HCJG,'i 2378 15A8 1056 50.4 4'J. 1 
GENEVA A SHT AAUL t\ 6449 5677 4718 20.3 13.6 
GENEVA-nN THE-LAKE ,\ SHT A~Ul A 877 b31 388 62.b 39.0 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION C.HANGt CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
GENOA fl TT AWA 2139 1957 1723 13.6 9.3 
GEORGETOWN BROWN 2949 2674 2200 21.5 10.3 
GERMANTOWN MONTGOMERY 4088 3399 2478 37.Z 20.3 
GETTYSBURG DARKE 526 443 451 -1.a 18.7 
Gil3SONBURG SA.NOUSKY 2585 2540 2281 11.4 l • d 
GILBOA PUTNAM 212 207 181 14.4 2.4 
GIRARfl TPUMFHJLL 14119 lzq97 10113 28.5 8.6 
GLANDORF PUTNAM 732 747 479 55.9 -2.0 
GLENDALE HAMILTON 2690 2823 2402 17.5 -4.7 
GLENFORD PERKY 177 190 181 5.0 -6.8 
GLENMONT HrJLMFS 266 283 242 lb.9 -o.O 
GlF.NWill01rl CUYAHOGA 526 359 257 39.7 46.5 
GLORIA GLENS PARK MEDINA 332 234 98 l 38. ti 41. 9 I 
GLOUSTER ATHF~S 2121 2 255 2327 -3.l -5.9 N 0 
GNAOENHUTTFN TUSCARAwAS 1466 1257 895 <+0.4 l ti. 6 I 
GOLF MANOR f.iA"I IL TOt-.J 5170 4648 360~ 29.0 11 .·2 
GORDON OAR KE 232 265 197 34.5 -12.5 
GRAFTON LORAIN 1 771 1693 1194 41. () 5.2 
GRANO RAPIDS 1.-lflOO 976 670 657 2.0 45.7 
GRAND RIVER LAKf 613 477 448 6.5 2a.s 
GRANDVIEW HEIGHT<; FR~NKLJl\l 8~60 8270 7659 s.0 2.3 
GRANVILLF. LI CK I :\JG )q63 2868 2653 c:s.1 ;8. c:; 
GRATIOT LICK ING -MUSKINGUM 2~2 222 187 lb.7 4.5 
GRATIS PREBLE &21 58b 575 l.9 o.O 
GRAYSVILLE MONROE q1 127 138 -a.o -23.6 
GREfN CAMP MAl<ION 5~7 492 388 2b.8 9.1 
GREENF TEL 0 HIGHLAND 4780 5422 4862 11. 5 -11.a 
GR.EFNHILLS HAM IL TO"J 60'l2 5407 3005 79.9 12.7 
GREEN SPRINGS SENECA -SANDUSKY i21q 1262 1082 lo.«:> 1.3 
<;REENVILLE f1AkKE 123dC 10585 8859 19.5 l 7 .0 
GREENWICH HURON 147~ 1371 1204 13.9 7. 't 
GROVE CITY FDANKLl"J 11911 9107 2339 24b.b 71.b 
GROVEPORT FRANKlt'J ?4q0 2043 1165 75.4 £ 1. 9 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OH In 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATIUN CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 l9b0 lq5Q 50-60 60-70 
GROVER HILL PAULDING 536 547 463 18.l -2.'.J 
HAMDEN VINTON 953 10~5 951 8.8 -7.9 
HAMERSVILLE BR.OWN 567 524 380 37.9 ij. 2 
HAMIL TON BUTLER 67865 72354 57951 24.9 -6.2 
HAMLER HENRY 681 588 490 20.0 15.d 
HANGING ROCK LllWRi:NCE 278 352 465 -24.3 -21.0 
HANOVER LICKING 626 267 308 -13.3 134.5 
HANOVERTON COLUMBIANA 483 442 344 28.5 9.3 
HARBOR VIEW LUCAS 238 273 392 -30.4 -12.d 
HARPSTER WYANDOT 2<H 302 236 28.0 -3.6 
HARR IS RURG FPANKL IN -PICKAWAY '556 359 144 4.4 54.9 
HARRISON HAMILTON 4408 3878 lQ43 99.6 13.7 
HARRISVILLE HARqJSON 345 343 420 -18.3 .6 I 
HARROD ALLFN 'i 1 3 563 482 16.8 -5. 3 . N I-' 
HART.FORD LICKING 455 39 7 350 11. 5 14.t:. I 
HARTVILLF STARK 1 752 1353 0 .o 29.5 
HARVEYSBURG wf\RRFN 486 514 477 7.8 -5.4 
HA SK INS wnrrn 549 521 469 ll • l 5.4 
HAVILAND PAULDING 231 235 235 .o -1. 1 
HAYESVILLE I\ SHL ANIJ 5116 435 ~8 l l 't. 2 16.~ 
HEATH LICKING I) 76 8 2426 0 .o 179.'J 
HEBRON LICKING 1699 1260 06<+ 45.8 34.a 
HELENA Sr\NOUSKY 298 281 314 -10.5 o.O 
HEMLOCK PrRRY 1 ~9 227 253 -10.3 -ll.3 
HICKSVILLE DFFIANC[ 3461 3116 2629 lt~. 5 11. l 
HIGGINSPORT AP OWN 3 '13 412 385 1.0 -1.0 
HIGHL4~D HIGHLAl\JD 243 265 280 -5 • .:. -8. 3 
HIGHLAND H!:IGHTS CUYAHOGA 5()~6 2929 762 28't.4 102.3 
HILLIAQO FDANKLIN 836Q 5633 610 823.4 48.6 
HILLS AND DALES STARK 2 90 320 125 150.0 -12.5 
HI LL SBORO HIGHLAND 55134 5474 5126 6.8 2.0 
HIRAM PflRTAGE 1 i.84 1011 980 2 • :; 4o.d 
HOLG~TE HFNRY 1541 137'+ 1092 25.b 12.2 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
l'HO 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
HOLLAND LUCAS 1108 924 714 29.4 19.9 
HOLLANSBURG DARKE 364 311 295 5.4 1 7 .o 
HOLLOWAY BELMONT 488 541 654 -17.3 -9.8 
HOLMESVILLE HOLMES 412 422 392 1.1 -2.4 
HOPEDALE HAHRISO"J Ql6 932 888 5.0 -1.7 
HOYTVILLE WOOD 403 334 340 -1.8 zc.1 
HUBBARD TRUMBULL 8583 7137 4560 56.5 20.3 
HUDSON SUM"1 JT '3933 2438 1538 58.5 61.3 
HUNT ING VALLF.V C :.1y A HOG A - GEAUGA 797 629 477 31.9 2b.1 
HUNTSVILLE LflGA N 475 511 408 25.2 -7.0 
H!JRON Ci' IE 6896 5197 2515 106.6 32.7 
INOEPENDEl'iCE CUYAHOGA 70~4 6868 3105 121.2 2.4 
INDIAN HILL HAMJ l T rJN 5651 4526 2090 116.6 24.9 I 
IR ONr>AL F. J FFF f R SUN 602 705 775 -9.0 -14.6 
N 
N 
tRONTON LAWRt"JCE 150l0 l 5 745 16333 -3.6 -4-~5 I . ' 
ITHACA OA~KF l "61 153 146 '+. 8 5 • .2 
JACKSON JACKSON 6843 6980 6504 7.3 -.z.o 
JACKSONRU~GH RUTL f R. 92' 100 114 -12.3 -8.0 
JACKSON CF.NTFR S ~ELBY ~119 980 698 ~0.4 14.2 
JACKSONVILLE AT HF NS 545 580 657 -11. 7 -t>.O 
JAMESTOWN GDEEl\J[ 1 710 1 730 1345 2b.6 3., 
JEFFERSON ASHTAl3ULA 2472 2116 1 ~44 14.d l (). d 
JEFFERSON MADISON l664 2774 164'7 68.4 32.l 
JEFFERSONVJLLI= Ff\YETTE l 'J3 l 897 tJ65 3.7 14. 9 
JENERA HANCOCK 282 272 316 -13.9 3.7 
JEROMESVILLE ASHLAND 559 540 513 5.3 3.5 
JERRY CITY W GOO 470 386 360 1.2 21.d 
JERUSALEM MnNROE 205 317 175 81.1 -35.3 
JEWETT HARR ISO~ 901 925 1019 -9.2 -2.0 
JOHNSTOWN LICKING l208 2881 1220 1 36. l ll.4 
JUNCTION CITY PF~'-1.V 732 763 805 -5.2 -4.l 
KALIDA PUTNAM qf)Q 705 533 32.3 2 7 .1 
KELLEYS I SL ANO E'R IE 1 7s; 171 324 -47.2 2.J 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
KENT PORTAGE 28183 17836 12418 43.6 58.0 
KENTON HARDIN 8315 8747 8475 3.2 -4.9 
KETTERING MONTGOMERY 69599 54462 0 .o 21. 8 
KETTLERSVILLE SHELBY 252 209 172 21.s 20.6 
KILLBUCK HOLMES 89~ 865 767 12.8 J.2 
Kl"1BOLTON GUERNSfY 247 218 228 -4.4 13.3 
KINGSTON ~ oss 1157 1066 958 11.3 c:s.s 
KIPTON LORAIN 353 353 0 .o .o 
KIRBY WYANDOT 178 166 164 1.2 7. l. 
KIRKERSVILLE LICKING 578 417 299 39. 5 38.6 
KIRTLAND U\KF 5530 0 0 .o .o 
KIIHLANO HILLS LAKE 452 292 235 24.3 54.8 
LAFAYETTE ALLEN 486 476 444 1.2 2.1 I 
LA GR ANG': LOV<.AIN 1074 1007 712 41.4 6.7 N w 
LAKELINE l AKI: 223 269 183 47.C -l Hl I .. 
LAKE~ORf: SUMMIT 2 708 2765 2463 12.3 -2.1 
LAKEVIEW -LOGAN l 026 1008 966 4.3 l • d 
LAKEWOOD CUYAHOGA 70173 6615.4 68071 -2.d 6.l 
LANCASTER FAIRFIELD ~~911 29916 24180 23.7 10.0 
LA RUE ,_.A~IO"J 867 842 793 6.2 3.0 
LATTY P1'tJLDING 26Q 286 212 5.1 -5." 
LAURA MIAMI 464 526 380 38. 4 -11.0 
LAURELVILLE HGCKING 624 539 482 11.a l 5 • b 
LAWRENCEVILLE CLARK 6d7 252 191 31.9 172.b 
LEBANON WARREN 79'34 59<n 4bl8 29.8 3.2. 4 
LEESBURG HIGHLA~O 984 932 841 10 .b 5.b 
LEESVILLE CARROLL 221 287 297 -3.4 -23.0 
LEETON I A COUJMB I ANA 2142 2543 2565 -.q -1. 9 
LEIPSIC PUT~AM 2072 1802 1706 5.b 15.0 
LEROY ~EDINA 715 504 320 57.5 41.9 
LEWISBURG PREBLE' 1 553 1415 1230 15.0 9.8 
LEWISVfLLF M~NROE 294 193 217 -11.1 52.J 
LEXINGTON P ICHLAND 2 972 1311 719 77.4 120.7 
TABLE 4. CO"IT Ir-4UED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POP UL AT ION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 l 960 1950 50-60 60-70 
LIBERTY CENTER HENRY 1007 867 816 6.3 16.l 
LIMA ALLEN 53734 51037 50246 l.6 5 .3 
LIMAVILLE STARK 303 226 209 a.1 34.l 
L I NC OL N HE I GHT S 6099 ' 7798 5531 41.0 -21.a HAMILTON 
LINDSEY S~,NOUSKY 652 581 512 13.5 12.2 
LINNDALE CUYAHOGA 145 381 39q -4.5 -6 l .9 
LISBON COLUMBIANA 3521 3579 3293 8.1 -l .6 
LITHOPOLIS FAIRFIELD 705 411 350 17.4 71.5 
LOCKBOURNE FPANKLl"I 420 460 370 22 •. 3 -8.7 
LOCKINGTON SHEL BY 242 26'3 245 7.3 -a.a 
LOCKLAND HhM I l TO"! 5288 5292 5736 -1.1 - .1 
LOOI MfOINI\ z39q 2213 1523 45.3 8.4 
LOGAN HOCK ING 6269 0417 5972 7.5 -2.i I N 
LONDON Mt'.DISON f,481 6379 5222 22.2 l.o .,,,. 
LORAIN· LORAIN 78185 68932 51202 .34.6 13:~4 I 
LORE CITY GUFRNSfY 4·01 458 495 -7.5 -lL.4 
LOUDONVILLE ·ASHLA NU - HOLMES 2 805 2611 2 523 3.5 '1. 7 
LOUISVILLE STARK 6298 511.6 380 l 34.l 23.l 
LOVELAND CLER MUNT-HAMILTON-WARREN 7144 5008 2149 133.0 42.. 1 
LOWELL WASHINGTON 852 783 638 22. 7 8.8 
LOWELLVILLE MAHONING 18~6 2055 222 7 -1.1 -10.1 
LOWER SAL EM WASHINGTON 106 143 120 13.5 -25.9 
LUCAS RICHLAND 771 11q 573 25.5 7. 2. 
LUCKEY l·WrJD 9Q6 946 764 23.8 5.3 
LUDLOW FALLS MIAMI 292 27 3 211 -1.4 1.0 
LVNCHAURG HIGHLANO 1186 1022 972 5.1 16.0 
LYNDHURST CUYAHOGA 19749 16805 7359 128.4 17.5 
LYONS FUL TOl'J 630 590 511 15.5 b.8 
MC ARTHUR VINTON 1543 1529 1406 4.3 .9 
MCCLURE Hf-NRY 69q 651 508 2a.1 7.4 
MC COMR HANf.ClCK 1329 1170 1026 14.6 13.0 
MC CONNFL SVI LL E ,_,,,R GAN ?107 2257 lq4l 16.3 -6.6 
MC DONALD TPUMBULL 1177 2727 1858 46.8 l ti • 5 
TABLE 4. CONTINUFD OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHAN Gt CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
MACEDONIA SUMMIT 6375 0 0 .o .o 
MCGUFFEY H~RDIN 704 647 639 1.3 d.8 
M4CKSBURG WASHINGTON 266 314 272 15.4 -15.3 
MADEIRA HAMILTON 0711 6744 2669 150.8 -.5 
MADISON LAKI= 1678 1347 1127 19. 5 24.b 
MAGNETIC SPRINGS UNION 349 344 321 7.~ 1.5 
MAGNOLIA STARK -CARROLL 10o4 1596 901 77.l -33.3 
MAINEVILLE WARREN 333 343 312 9.9 -2.9 
MALINTA HENRY 391 339 308 10 .1 15.3 
MALTA MORGAN 1017 983 968 1.5 3.5 
MALVERN CAP ROLL 1256 1320 1277 3.4 -4.8 
MANCHEST~R ADAMS 2195 2172 2281 -4.8 4.1 
MANSFIELD ~TCHLAND 55047 47325 43504 8.6 l 'o. 3 I 
MANTUA PllRT AGE 1199 1194 1059 12.7 • !it N Cl1 
MAPLE HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA 34093 31667 15586 103.2 7 .1 ' I 
~ARBLE CLIFF FRANKLIN 676 622 437 42.3 B.7 
MARBLEHEAD OTTAWA 726 858 d67 -1.0 -1~.4 
MARENGO MORROW 330 321 275 16. 7 2.a 
MAR IF.MONT HAMIL TON 4540 4120 3514 17.2 10.2 
MARIETTA WASHINGHlN l 6 80 t · 1684 7 1600b 5.3 • l 
MARJnN MAR I ON "38646 37079 33817 9.6 ~.2 
MARSEILLES WYANDOT 155 171 156 9.6 -9.4 
MARSHALLVILLE WAYNE 693 61 l 458 33.4 1.3.4 
MARTINSBURG KNOX 234 228 2b4 -13.b 2.b 
MARTINS FERRY REL~ONT 10757 11919 13220 -9.8 -~.7 
MARTINSVILLE CLINT8N 500 488 399 22.3 2.5 
MARYSVILLE UNION 5744 4952 4256 lb.4 lb.O 
MASON WAR.REN 5677 4727 1,196 295.2 20.1 
MA SS I LLON STARK 32539 ~1236 29594 5.5 4.2 
MAUMEE LUCAS 15937 12063. 5548 117.4 32.l 
MAYFIELD CUYAHOGA 3548 1977 805 145.6 7<.J.5 
MAYFIELD HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA 221~9 13478 5807 132.1 64.3 
MECHANICSBURG Cf-l~~PI\ IGN 1686 1810 1920 -5.7 -t>.9 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO' 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
MEDINA MEDINA 10913 8235 5097 bl.b 32.5 
MELROSE PAULDING 302 260 237 9.7 16.2 
MENDON MERCER 672 663 614 a.o i.4 
MFNTOR LAKE 36q1z 4354 2383 82.7 747.8 
MENTOR ON THE LAKE LAKF 6517 32~0 1413 132.8 9d.l 
METAMORA FULTON 594 598 532 12.4 -.7 
MEYERS LAKE STARK 173 282 301 -6.3 -38.7 
MI AMI SBURG MONTGOMERY 14797 9893 b329 56.~ 49.6 
MIDDLEBURG HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA 12367 7282 2299 216.7 69.8 
MIDDLEFIELD GEAUGA l 726 1467 1141 28.6 17.7 
MIOOLEPOINT VAN WERT 543 571 583 -2.1 -4.9 
MIDDLEPORT ~EIGS 2784 337~ 3446 -2.1 -17.5 
MIDDLETOWN RUTLER 4d767 42115 33695 25.0 15.~ I N 
Mt OLAND CLINTON 388 367 338 8.b 5_,.7 m 
~I OVAL F ruse ARA WAS 6_36 683 632 a.1 -6~9 I 
~IOWAY MADISON ·na 341 276 23.b -o.7 
t<'IFFLIN ASHLAN[) 215 216 186 16 .1 -.~ 
MILAN EP IE -HURON 1405 1309 846 54.7 7.3 
MILFOR[) CLE~MONT-HAMILTON 4828 4131 2448 6d.8 lb.9 
MILFORD CE"IT~O U'J ION 753 794 753 5.4 -5.2 
MILLBURY W'iOD 771 730 482 51.5 '>. b 
MILLEDGEVILLI= F~YFTTE 207 222 208 b.1 -6.8 
MILLER CITY PUTNAM Z06 149 144 3.5 38.3 
MILLERSBURG HOLMES z97q 3101 2398 29.3 -3.9 
MILLE RS PORT FAIRFIELD 111 752 605 24.3 3.3 
MILLVILLE BUTLER 697 676 458 47.6 3.l 
MILTON CENTER WOOD 244 251 201 24.9 -2.d 
Ml LTONSRIJRG MON POE 68 116 100 l6.0 -41.4 
MINERAL CTTY TUSCAR.AWAS 960 917 831 10.3 -o.2 
Ml NE RV A STARK -CARROLL 4359 3833 3280 lb.9 13.7 
MINERVA PARK FRANKLIN 14')2 1169 232 403.<i 19.9 
MI NGO JUNC TI r)~J JEFFERSON 5278 4987 4464 11.1 5.8 
MINSTER AUGLAIZE 2405 21<n 1728 26.9 11. 1 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHAN Ge 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
MOGADORE SU~M IT - PORTAGE 3858 3851 1818 111.8 .2 
MONROE BUTLER - WARREN 3492 1475 360 309.7 136.7 
MONROEVILLE HURON 14"55 1371 1275 7.5 6.1 
MONTEZUMA MERCER 260 287 299 -4.0 -9.4 
MONTGOMERY HA~ILTON 5683 3075 579 431.l 84. tj 
MONTPELIER WILLIAMS 4184 4131 3867 o.8 1.3 
~ORA I NE MONTGOMERY 4898 2262 0 .o 116.5 
MORELAND HILLS CUYAHOGA 30')~ 2188 1040 110.4 37.1 
MORR AL MARION 452 493 461 6.9 -8.3 
MORRISTOWN BEL/.10NT 395 396 404 -2.0 -2.9 
MORROW WARREN 1486 1477 113 7 29. 9 .o 
MOSCOW CLERMONT 348 438 336 30 .4 -2c.s 
MOUNT BLflNCHARO HANCOCK 47'3 4'32 "+44 -2.1 9.5 
MOUNT CORY HANCOCK 3'17 301 302 -.3 .3 
I 
N 
MOUNT EATON "WAYNE 242· 265 203 30. 5 -8.7 ""' I 
·MOUNT GILEAD MOR R01<1 297 l . ?788 2351 18.o o.6 
MOUNT HEALTHY HAMILTON 7446 6553 5533 18.4 13.6 
MOUNT ORAB BRIJWN 1 V)6 1058 75a 39.6 2 j .4 
MOUNT PLEASANT JEFFFRSON 63,'5 656 760 -13.7 -3.2 
MOUNT STERLING MfiOISON 1 536 1338 1172 14.2 14.d 
~DUNT VFRNON Kt\JOX 13371 1~2A4 12185 9.0 .1 
MOUNT VICTORY HARDIN ~33 598 609 -1.a s.q 
MOWRYSTOWN HIGHLAND 4o5 416 394 5.b li.8 
MUNROE FALLS SUMMIT ~794 182 8 933 95.9 10 7. 5 
MURR AV CITY HOCKING 562 717 752 -4.7 -21.6 
MUTUAL CHAMPAIGN 177 163 176 -8.4 8.6 
NAPOLEON Hf"4PY 7791 6739 5335 26.l 15.6 
NASHVILLE HOL~ES 221 234 234 .o -5.b 
NAVARRE STARK 1607 1698 1763 -3.7 -5.4 
NELLIE COSHOC T·J"J 140 145 165 -12.1 -3 .4 
NELSONVILLE AT HF NS 4812 4834 4845 -.2 -.5 
NEVADA WYANDOT 917 919 824 11. 5 -.~ 
NEVILLE CLERMrJNT 179 164 127 29.l 9 .1 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
NEW ALBANY FRANKLIN 513 307 268 14.o 67.l 
NEW ALEXANDRIA JEFFERSON 425 396 383 3.4 7.3 
NEWARK LICKING 41836 41790 34275 21.9 .1 
NEW ATHENS HARRISON 450 472 509 -7.3 -4.7 
NEW BAVARIA HENRY 149 153 132 15.9 -2.6 
NEW BLOOMINGTON "IAR ION 343 368 288 27.8 -6.d 
NEW BOSTON SCIUTO 3325 3984 4754 -16.2 -16.5 
NEW BREMEN AUGLAIZE 2185 1972 1546 27.6 10.8 
NEWBURGH HEIGHTS CUVA HOGA 3396 3512 3o89 -4.8 -3.3 
NEW C4RLISLE CLARK 6112 4107 1640 150.4 48.8 
"JEWCOMEPS TOWN TUSCARAWAS 4155 4273 4514 -5.3 -2.d 
NEW CONCfl RO MlJSKINGU~ 2318 2127 1797 18.4 9.0 
NEW HOLLAND PICKAWAY -FAYETTE 796 798 799 -.1 -.3 I 
NEW KNOXVILLE AUGLAIZE 852 792 662 19.o 1.b N co 
NEW LEBANON MONTGOMERY 4248 1459 696 109.b 191 •. l I 
NEW LEXINGTOf\J P fRRY 492·1 4514 42'33 6.b 9.b· 
NEW LO"JOON HJJl{ON 2336 2392 2023 18.2 -2.3 
NEW ~ADISON DllR.K E 959 910 75 7 20 .2 5.4 
NF.W MATAMORAS WASHINGTON 940 925 781 l8.4 l.b 
NEW MIAMI BllTL ER 1273 2360 1860 26.9 3 tj. 7 
NEW MIDDLETOWN """HONING 1664 500 2o4 89.4 232.8 
NEW PARIS PPEHLF 16(12 1679 1046 oO. 5 .a 
NEW PHILAOELPHIA TUSCA~l\WAS 15ld4 14241 12948 10.0 6.b 
NEW RICH~OND CLFRMOf\JT 2650 2834 1960 44.6 -o.5 
NEW RlfGEL SENECA 340 349 317 10.l -2.6 
NEW ROME FPANKllN 104 94 75 25.3 10.6 
NEW STRAITSVILLE PFK~Y 947 1019 1122 -9.;. -7. l 
NEWTON FALLS TPUMBULL 5378 5036 4451 13.2 6.7 
NE WT ON S V I L L E CLERMONT '.H5 339 \82 86.3 13.b 
NEWTOWN HAMILTON 2047 l 750 1462 l '1. 7 11.0 
NEW VIENNA CLINTON 849 858 d07 6.3 -1.0 
NEW W4SHINGTON CRAWFORD 12 51 1162 910 21.1 1.1 
NEW WATERFORD COLUMB t Ar-.J A 7l5 71 l 610 lb.6 3.4 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHAN Gt CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
NEW WESTO~ DARK.E 174 146 136 7.4 19.2 
NEY DEFIANCE 378 338 301 12.3 11.6 
NILES T9UMBULL 21581 19545 16773 16.5 lu.4 
NORTH SALT IMOR E wnno 3143 3011 2771 8.7 4.4 
NORTH BEND HAMILTON 638 622 71 1 -12.5 2.b 
NORTH CANTON STARK 15228 7727 4032 91.6 97.l 
NORTH COLLEGE HILL HAMILTOl\J 12363 12035 7921 51.9 2.1 
NORTH FAt~FIELD HURON 540 547 4b8 16.9 -1.3 
NORTHFIEL') SUM~IT 1089 1055 780 35.3 3.2 
NORTH HAMPTON CLARK 489 495 424 16.7 -1. 2 
NORTH KINGSVILLE ASHTABULA 2458 1854 1271 45.9 32.6 
NORTH LEWISBURG CH01PA IGN 840 879 854 2. '1 -4.4 
NORTH OLMST!=O CUYAHOGA . 34861 16290 6604 146.7 114.0 I 
NORTH PERi<Y U\Kf 851 658 470 40.0 2 9. 3 N (l) 
NORTH RANDALL CUY AH'JGA 1212 688 l 78 286.5 76~'2. I 
NORTH RIDGEVILLF L '.JRA IN 1?!152 8057 I) .o 63.2 
NORTH ROBINSON CRAWFORD 277 289 252 14.7 -4.2 
\!ORTH ROYAL TON CUY~HOGA 1280 7. 9290 3939 135.8 37.~ 
NORTH STAR OAR KE 296 1~9 166 l.8 75.l 
NORTHWOOD wnrm 4222 0 0 .o .o 
NORTON SUMMIT 12308 0 0 .G .v 
NORWALK HURON 13~9t> 12900 9775 '32. u 3.8 
NORWICH MUSKINGUM 163 193 197 -2.0 -15.5 
NORWOIJO HA"'1llTOt..; 30420 34580 35001 -1.2 -12.0 
OAK HARBOR OTTAWA 2807 2903 2370 22.s -3. 3 
OAK Hill JACKSO~ 1642 1748 l 615 8.2 -6 .1 
OAKWOOD CITY ~nNTGOMEqv 10095 10493 9691 8.3 -3.d 
OAKWOOD CUYAHOGA 3127 3283 0 .o -4. d 
OAKWOOD PhULDING 904 686 542 26.6 17.2 
OBfRLIN LOP A IN 8761 8198 7062 16.l 6.9 
nBETZ FPANKLJ"J 2248 1984 1049 89.l lJ.3 
nc TA FAYf TTF 96 95 87 9.2 l. 1 
nHIO CITY VM.J WERT Sl6 851 ~61 -1.2 -4.l 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHAN6E CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-oO 60-70 
Ol~STEO FALLS CUYAHOGA. 2504 2144 1137 88.6 16.8 
ONT ARIO RICHLAND 4'!45 3049 0 .o 42.5 
OR~NGE CUYAHOGA 2112 2006 897 123.6 5.3 
OR~NGEVILLE TRUMBULL 268 397 367 8.2 -32.5 
OREGON LUCAS 16563 13319 0 .o 24.4 
ORI ENT PJCKAwAY 313 310 0 .o 1.0 
ORRVILLE W l\YNE 7408 6511 5153 26.4 13.8 
ORWELL ASHTABULA 965 819 759 7.9 17.8 
OSGOOD DARKE 289 241 194 24.2 19.9 
t1S T PANDER DELAWARE l99 4l8 408 7.4 -8.9 
OTT AWA PUTNAM ~622 3245 2962 9.6 11.b 
OTT AWA HILLS LUCAS 4270 3870 2333 65.9 10.3 
OTT OVI LLF PUT NA~ 914 793 543 46.0 15.3 I 
OT\lllAY · SC. IOTO 177 2~5 229 2.~ -2~.1 w 0 
OWE NSVtlLF. :·c u:P MONT 707 609 419 .. ~. 3 lo.1;1 . I 
O,XF ORD RUTLER 158b8 7828 6q44 12.7 102.1 
PAI NFSVILLE L fl.KE 16536 16116 14'+32 11.7 2.6 
PALESTINE 01'.RKE 246 257 207 24.2 -4.3 
PA"'OORA l'UTNA._,, 857 782 717 9.1 9.6 
PAR "4A CUVA HOGA 1002'16 82845 28697 16&. 7 21.0 
PAR t\o1 A HE Jr; HTS CUYAHOGA 27192 18100 3901 364.0 50.2 
PAR P Al TUSCARAWAS 271 268 199 34.7 1.1 
PAT ASKAL~ LICKING l 8 J l 1046 928 12.7 75.0 
PAT TERSOl\I Hf\l~OIN 201 184 189 -2.6 9.2 
PAlJL D t NG PAULDING 2qa3 2936 2352 24.8 l .6 
PAYNE PAULDING l 351 1287 1062 21.2 5.0 
PEF SLES ADA~S 1629 1601 1498 6.9 1.7 
PE MBF.RV ILLE WflOD llOl 1237 1099 12.6 5.2 
PENINSULA SU~"4 IT 6CJ2 644 636 1.3 7.5 
Pf:PPf:R PIKF CUYAHOGA 5QJ3 3217 d74 268 .• l d4.4 
PER RV LAKE 917 885 665 33.1 3.6 
PERR VS BURG WOllD 7693 5519 4006 37.8 39.4 
PERRYSVILLE A SHL ANIJ 752 769 674 14.l -2.2 
TABLE 4. CONTl~UEO OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70,, 
PHILLIPSBURG MONTGOMERY 831 715 609 17.4 16.2 
PHILO MUSKl~GU'-1 846 q13 881 3.6 -1. 3 
PICKERINGTON FAIRFIELD 696 631t 433 46.4 9.8 
PIKETON PIKE 1347 1244 768 62.0 8.3 
PIONEER WJLLIA~S 968 855 696 22.8 13 .2 
PIQUA MIAMI 20741 19219 17447 10.2 7.9 
PITSBURG OARKF 462 394 359 9.7 17.3 
PLAIN CITY MAO I SON - UNION 2254 2146 1715 25.1 5.0 
PLAINFIELD COSHOC TUN 183 178 136 30.9 2.a 
PLEASANT CITY GtJFPNSEY 494 491 511 -3.9 .o 
PLEASANT Iii.LL MIAMI 1025 1060 940 12.8 -.3.3 
PLEASANT PLAIN WARR EN 2l3 212 164 29.3 5.2 
PLEASANTVILLE FAIRFIELD 754 741 618 19.9 l.8 I 
PLYMOUTH R. ICHLAND- HURON 1 q9~ 1822 151 'J 20.1 9.4· 
(A) 
• l .... 
PfJLANO MAHONING '2.f)97 2766 1052 67.4 1240· I 
POLK ASHLAND 435 358 332 7.8 21. 5 
POMEROY· MEIGS 2672 3345 3656 -8.5 -20.1 
PORTAGE wnoo 494 420 437 -3.9 17.b 
PORT CLINTON OTT AWA ~202 6870 5541 24.0 4.8 
PORT JEFFERSON SHELBY 416 438 409 7.1 -s.o 
PORTSMOUTH SC In T'1 27633 33637 36798 -8.6 -11.a 
PORT WASHINGTO\I TUSC AR Aw l.\S 550 526 514 2.3 4.6 
PORT WILLIA~ CL JN TON 323 360 352 2.3 -10.3 
POTSDAM MIAMI 311 282 241 17.0 10.3 
POWELL OF.LAWARE 374 390 324 20.4 -4.l 
POWHATAN Pn I NT RFLMONT 21&7 2147 2135 .o .9 
PR OC TORV ILLE LAWRENCE 881 831 737 12.8 b.O 
PRO'SPECT MARION 1031 1067 1031 3.5 -3.4 
PUT-IN-BAY OTTAWA 1~5 357 191 d6.9 -02.2 
QUAKER CITY GlJERN~FY 510 583 655 -11.0 -12.5 
QUINCY LOGAN 686 668 616 8.4 z.1 
RACINE ~EIGS 583 499 536 -6.9 lo.a 
RA ROEN sr IOTO 232 250 251 
-. " -1.2 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
RAVENNA PORTAGE 11760 10918 9857 10.8 7.9 
RAWSON HANCOCI( 466 407 407 .o 14.5 
RAYLAND JEFFERSON 617 694 726 -4.4 -11.1 
READING HAMILTON l43'l3 12832 7836 63.8 ll.5 
REMINDERVILLE SUM"'1 IT 215 21 7 0 .o -.9 
RENDVILLE P ERf{ Y 82 197 101 -34.6 -56.4 
REPUBLIC SENECA 105 729 615 18.5 -J. 3 
REYNOLDSBURG FRANKLIN - LICKING 11921 7793 724 976.4 78.6 
RICHFIELD SUMMIT 32?8 0 0 .o .o 
RtCl-i~OND JEFFERSOt\I 171 728 579 25.7 6.7 
RICHMOND HEIGHTS CUYAHOG~ 9220 5068 891 468.8 81.9 
RICHWOOD UNION 2072 2137 1866 14.5 -3.0 
RIDGEWAY HARD IN -LOGAN 379 448 384 16.7 -15.4 I 
RIO GRANDE GALL IA 814 3'3 3 388 -14.2 144.4 
(A) 
N 
RIPLEY BROwN .2745 2174 1792 21.3 2 b • .li . I 
RISING SUN 1.1000 730 815 744 9.5 -10.4 
RITT MA~ w~Yl\IE - MEDINA 6~08 5410 3810 42.0 16.6 
RIVERLEA FRANKLIN 558 625 324 92.9 -10.1 
RIVERSIDE MONTGLJMF.RY 4:47 259 370 -30.0 72.6 
ROCHESTER LORAIN 21 () 226 178 21.0 -7. l 
RrJCK CREEK l\SHT ABUL A 731 673 604 11.4 d.6 
ROCKFORD MERCF.P{ 1207 11Cj5 1112 3.9 .. • 5 
ROCKY RIDGE nTTAWA ':\ 85 441 358 23.2 -12.1 
ROCKY RIVfR CUYAHOGA 22qsa 18097 11237 bl.O 2.6.9 
ROGERS COLUMBIANA 310 295 297 -.7 5.1 
ROME ADAll1S 90 149 151 -1.3 -3q.6 
ROSEVILLE "1USK I NGUM - PERRY l 767 1749 ld08 -3.3 1.0 
ROSSBURG OARKf 275 295 203 't5.3 -6.a 
ROSSFORD WPOD 5302 4406 3963 11 .2 20.3 
ROSWELL TUSCARAwAS 317 379 267 41.9 -16.4 
RUSHSYLVA"'4IA LllGAN 5?.6 oOl 563 6.7 -12.s 
RUSHVILLE FAIRFIELD ~9q 283 252 12.3 2.1 
RUSSELLS POINT· LOGAN 1104 1111 909 22.2 -.6 
TABLE 4. CUNI lNUtU IJHlJ 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
iq10 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
RUSSELLVILLE BROWN 399 412 438 -5.9 -3.2 
RUSSIA SHELBY 4ZO 0 0 .o .o 
RUTLAND MEIGS 663 687 554 24.0 -3.5 
SABINA CLINTON 216() 2313 1696 36.4 -6.6 
ST BERNARD HAMIL TON 6080 6778 7066 -4.l -10.3 
ST CLAIRSVILLE RF.L~ONT 4754 3865 3040 27.l 23.0 
ST HENRY MFRCER 1276 978 715 36.8 30.5 
ST LOUISVILLE LICKl~G ~85 349 336 3.9 10.3 
ST MARTIN BROWN 148 152 129 17.d -2.6 
ST '4ARYS AUGL Al Z E 7699 7737 6208 24.6 -.5 
ST PAR t S CHAMPAIGN 1646 1460 1422 2.1 12.7 
SALEM COLUMRll\NA 14186 13854 12754 8.6 2.4 
SALESVILLE GUERNSEY 154 173 187 -7.5 -11.0 I 
SAL l".IEV Ill E COLUMBIANA 1686 1898 2018 -5.9 -11.2 w w 
SANDUSKY ERIE 32674 31989 29375 8.9 2. ~ ' I ... 
SARAH5VILLF NOBLE l ffl 164 170 -3.5 10.4· 
SARDINIA BROWN 824 799 699 14.3 3.1 
SAVANNAH ASHLAND 36 l 409 407 .5 -11.7 
SCIO HllRP.JSnN l,002 1135 1152 -l.5 -11.1 
SCOTT VA~ WERT - PAULDING 329 '365 347 5.2 -9.9 
SF AMAN t\OAMS 866 714 716 -3.0 21.3 
SEBRING ~flHON lt-.JG 4954 4439 4045 Y.7 11.o 
SENECAVILLE GUERNSEY 497 575 586 -1.9 -13.o 
SEVEN HILLS CUYAHOGA 127')0 5708 1350 322.8 122.5 
SEVEN ~ILE AUTLER b'i9 690 569 21.J 1.3 
SEVILLE Mr-DINA 1402 1190 963 23.b 17.d 
SHADYSIDE '3fl~Ol\JT 5070 5028 4433 13.4 .8 
SHAKER HFIGHTS CUYAHOGA 36306 36460 28222 29.2 -.4 
SHARONVILLE HA"11LTO"l 109135 3890 1318 195.l 182.4 
SHAWNEE PFl'~Y 914 1000 1145 -12.1 -ts.6 
SHAWNEE HILLS DELAWARE 428 394 338 16.o t;. b 
SHEFFll=L() LnRAIN 1730 1664 1147 45.l 4.0 
SHEFFIFLfl LAKE liJRAIN ~734 6884 2381 189.l 26.9 
TABLE 4. CONTINJED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHAN Gt. CHAl'tGf:: 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
SHELBY RICHLAND 9847 9106 7971 14.2 8.1 
SHERRODSVILLE CARROLL 400 ·480 426 12.7 -16.7 
SHERWOOD DEFIANCE 784 578 570 1.4 35.6 
SHILOH RICHLAND 817 724 655 10.S 12.8 
SHREVE WAYNE 1615 1617 1287 Z5.6 l. l 
StO~EY SHEL BY 16332 14663 11491 ~7.6 l l .4 
SILVER LAKE SUMMIT ~637 2655 1040 155.3 3 7 .o 
SILVERTON HAMILTON 6588 6682 4827 38. 4 -1.4 
SINKING SPRING Hf GHLAND 178 202 187 8.0 -11.9 
SMITHFIELD JF.FFERSO~ 1245 1 312 1255 4.5 -5. l 
SMITHVILLE WAYNE 1278 1024 755 35.6 24.8 
SOLON CUYAHOGA 11519 6333 2570 146.4 81. q 
SOMERSET PE-RRY 1417 l 361 1383 -1.o 4 .1 I 
SOMERVILLE BlHL ER 388 478 383 24.8 -18.8 
(I.,) 
~ 
SOUTH A~HERST LORAIN 2Ql3 1657 1020 62.5 75-~ti I .. 
SOUTH Bl01MFIELD PICKAWAY 610 424 250 o9.6 43 .9 
SOUTH CHA~L~ST1~ f:LARK l 500 1505 1452 3.7 -.3 
SOUTH EUCLID CUYAHnGA 2Q579 27569 15432 78.o 7.3 
SOUTH LEBANON W~RREN 1'.)14 2120 1291 110.7 10.8 
SOUTH· PllPH LArJRENCF ~243 166 3 804 106.8 34.9 
S~UTH RUSSELL GE AlJGA ?673 1276 349 265.6 l.09.5 
SOUTH SALE~ R flS S 209 180 21) 0 -12.0 16.l 
SOUTH SOLON MADISON 415 414 414 .o .2 
SOUTH WEBSTER SC JOTO 925 80 3 663 21.1 2.1 
SOUTH ZANESVILLF ~USKTNGUM 1436 1557 1477 5.4 -1.ij 
SPARTA MORROW 213 228 223 2.2 -6 .b 
SPENCER MFDl~A 758 742 740 .3 z.z 
SPENCE~VILLE Al L F"l 2241 2061 l 826 12.9 8.7 
SPRINGBORO W ~RR C::N 21qq 917 516 11.1 205.2 
SPRINGDALE HAMILTON 13127 3556 I) .c 128.5 
SPRINGFIELD CLARK 81926 82723 7d508 5.4 -1.0 
SPRING VALlEY GREENf !>o7 678 645 5.1 -1.6 
STAFFORD MONROE 120 113 141 -19.9 6.2 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
STEUBENVILLE JEFFERSON 30771 32495 35872 -9.4 -5. 3 
STOCKPORT MORGAN 471 458 404 13.4 2.d 
STONE CREEK TUSCARAWAS 171 -226 225 .4 -24.3 
STOUTS Vlll E FAIRFIELD 573 0 0 .o .o 
STOW SUMMIT 19847 12194 c .o 62.d 
STRASBURG TUSCARAWAS 1874 1687 1366 23.5 11.l 
STRATTON JFFFERSON l86 311 467 -33.4 24.l 
STREETSBORO PORT AGf 7966 0 0 .o .o 
STRONGSVILLE CUYAHOGA 15182 8504 3504 142.7 78.5 
STRUTHERS MAHONING 1534':\ 15631 11941 30 .9 -1.a 
STRYKER wlLLIAMS 1296 1205 1026 17.4 7.6 
SUGAR BUSH KNnLLS PriRT AGE 119 0 0 .o .o 
SUGARCREEK ruse ARM'4AS 1 771 982 d89 10.5 80.3 I w 
SUG"R GROVE FAIRFIELD 469 479 434 10 .4 -.2 .1 en 
SUMMERFIELD NOBLE 306 352 168 -4.3 -13 •. l . I 
SUMMITVILLF C !lL 1 JM B I AN A 14~ 144 15 () -4.0 -. .., . 
SUNBURY DfLA\.IARE 2512 1360 Y36 45.3 84.7 
SWANTON FIJL TU"l 29?.7 2306 1740 32.5 2 6. q 
SYCAMORE WYANDOT 10~6 998 935 6.7 9.d 
SYLVANIA LUCAS 120ll 5187 2433 113.2 131.·1 
SYRACUSE MEIGS 684 731 100 4.4 -o.4 
TALLMADGE SUMMIT 1'i?.74 10246 5821 7o.O 49.l 
TARLTON PICKAWAY 412 377 371 1.6 9.j 
TERR ACE PARK HAMILTlll\4 22~6 2023 1265 59.9 12.0 
THORNVILLE P(~RY 679 521 432 20.6 30.3 
THURSTON FAIRFIELD 428 429 454 -5.5 -.2 
T t FF IN SENECA 21596 21478 18952 13.3 .5 
Tt l TONS Vt LLE JEFfFRSON 2 l 2 " 2454 2202 11.4 -13.5 
TIMBERLAKE LAKE 964 670 236 laJ.9 43.9 
TIPP CITY ~TAMI '5 090 4267 3304 29.l 19.3 
TIRO CPhWFORC> ·no 334 335 -.3 -7 .z 
TOLEDO LUC A<; 3R38ld 318003 303616 4.7 20.7 
T0'4TOGANY W'lOfJ l95 380 368 3.3 3.9 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
TORONTO JEFFERSON 7705 7780 7253 7.3 -1..0 
TREMONT CITY CLARK 426 414 390 4.5 2.9 
TRENTON BUTLER. 5278 3064 987 210.4 72.3 
TRIMBLE ATHENS 542 481 566 -15.0 12.7 
TROTWOOD MONTGIJMERY· 6997 4992 1066 3o8.3 40.2 
TR.OY MIAMI 17186 13685 10661 28.4 .z 5 .6 
TUSCARAWAS TUSCARAWAS 830 817 700 16. 7 1.6 
TWINSBURG SUMMIT 6432 4098 0 .G 5 7 .o 
UHRICHSVILLE TUSCARAWAS 5731 6201 C>614 -6.2 -1. b 
UNION MONTGOMERY 3654 1072 370 189.7 24v.9 
UNION CITY DARKE 1808 1657 1622 2.2 9.l 
FUL TONHM1 MUSKINGUM 228 213 232 -8.2 7.0 
UNIONVILLE CENT FR UNION 255 305 237 2. a. 1 -lo.4 I (,,) 
IJNIOPOLIS AUGLAIZE 291 298 271 l (). 0 -2.3 O'l 
2 ~'5. I UNIVFRSITY HEIGHTS. CUYAHOGA 17055 16641 11566 43.9 
UPPER AR l I NG TO"I F PAN Kl IN 186"30 28486 9024 215.7 '3 5. 0 
UPPER SANDUSKY WYANDOT 5645 4941 4397 12.4 14.2 
URBANA CHAMPAIGN 11237 1')461 9315 12.1 7.4 
UR BANC RE<; T FRANKLIN . 754 1029 823 25.0 -26.7 
UTICA LTCKP-JC, 1977 1854 1510 22.8 b.6 
VALLEY VIEW CUYAHOGA 1422 1221 998 n .. 3 16.j 
VALLEY VIEW FRANKLIN 909 790 611 2q.3· 15. l 
VAN BUREN Hf\NCOCK "19 374 308 Zl.4 -14.7 
VANDAL IA ~ONTGO~ERV l079b 6342 927 584.l 10.2 
VANLUE HANCOCK 539 386 365 5.8 39.o 
VAN WERT VAN WFRT 11320 1132 3 l03o4 9.3 -.o 
VE NE DOC I A VAN WERT 202 200 170 17.6 1.0 
VFRMILION ER IE - LORAIN 9872 4785 2214 116.l 106.3 
VE RONA PPEALE - MONTGOMERY s<n 527 426 l3.7 12.5 
VERSAILLES OtiRKF 2441 2159 1812 19.2 l~.1 
VIENNA CLARK 545 44() 424 3. ts 23.9 
VINTON GALL I A 352 374 378 -l.l -5.9 
WADSWORTH MFOINA 11142 l".>635 7966 33.5 l3.b 
TABLE 4. CONTINUEO OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-oO 60-70 
WAITE HILL LAKE 514 360 305 18.0 42.8 
WAKEMAN HURON 822 728 620 17.4 12.9 
WALBRIDGE WOOD 3208 2142 1152 85.9 49.8 
WALDO MAR 101\1 428 374 356 5.l l4.4 
WALTON HILLS CUYAHOGA 2508 1776 0 .o 41.l 
WAPAKONETA AlJGLAI ZE 7324 6756 5797 lo.5 8.4 
WARREN TPUMBULL 63494 59648 49856 19.o 6.4 
WARRENSVILLE 1-iEIGHTS CUYAHOGA 18925 10609 4126 157.1 78.4 
WARSAW CflSHOCTON 725 594 484 22.1 22.1 
WASHtNGTO"I FAYFTTE 12495 12388 10560 17.3 
. " OLD WASHl~GTf"Jr-J GUE RN Sf'( 346 369 322 14.6 -b.2 
WASHINGTfJNVILLf cnLUMB TANA - MAHONING 747 810 848 -4.5 -1. 8 
WATERV ILLF: LUCAS 2940 l 856 1110 67.2 58.4 I (,.) 
WAUSEON FULTON 4C)32 4311 '3494 23.4 l4.i4 ......, 
WAVERLY· PIKE 48·58 3830 lt.>79 128.l 2o ~'8· I 
WAY~E wono q21 949 761 24.7 - 3 .o 
WAYNESBURG ~ T ARK 1317 1442 1258 l '+. b -7.3 
WAYNESFIELD AIJGLAIZE 714 765 733 4.4 -~.o 
WAYNFSVILLF WARRt:t..J 1.638 12Q8 1016 27.8 2b.2 
WELLINGTO"I Lf1R A IN 4137 3599 2992 20. 3 14.9 
WELL ST ON J /\CK SON 5410 5728 5691 .1 -5.6 
WELLS VIL L F. C0L'IMRI4NA 5'391 7117 7854 -9.4 -11.2 
WEST ALEXMWRIA PR ERLE 1553 1524 1183 28. Es 1 • " 
WEST CARROLLT'lN MO~TG:-lho1E'<Y 1"748 4749 21Ho 65.l 126.3 
WEST ELKTClN PP EBL f 291 345 297 16. 2 -15.7 
WESTERVILLE FPANKL IN - DEIAWARE 12 530 7011 4112 70.5 78.7 
WEST FAR~INGFJN TRU"18Ull 650 614 579 6.0 s.q 
WE St LAFAYETTE ens HOC TON 1719 1476 1341:) 9.7 lo.5 
WESTLAKE CUY i\HDG!l. ir;689 12 91)6 4912 162.7 21. 6 
WEST LEIPSIC PUT NA.., 378 320 304 5.3 18.l 
WEST LIBEQTY l OGAN 1580 1522 1397 8. 'I 3.d 
WEST ~ANCl-if5TFR PRE~LE 4~9 460 469 -1.9 2. \) 
WEST MANSFIELtJ LOGAN 753 791 756 4.o -4.d 
TABLE 4. CONTINUED OHIO 
NAME COUNTY POPULATION POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE CHANGE 
1910 1960 1950 50-60 60-70 
WEST MILLGROVE WOOD 215 196 180 8.9 9.7 
WEST MIL TON "11 AM I 36q6 2972 2101 41.5 24.4 
WESTON WOOD 1269 1075 973 10.5 18.0 
WEST RUSHVILLF FAIRFIELD 199 174 152 14.5 8.6 
WEST SALEM WAYNE 1058 1017 860 18.3 4.0 
WEST UNION ADAMS 1951 1762 1508 16.8 10.7 
WEST UNITY WILLIAMS l5A9 1192 827 44.l 33.3 
WEST VIEW CUYAHOGA 2523 1303 625 108.5 93.6 
WHARTON WYANDOT 422 463 392 18.l -8.9 
WHITEHALL H'ANKLIN 2c;263 20818 4877 326.9 21.4 
WHITEHOUSE LUCAS 1 51t2 1135 849 33.7 ~5.9 
WICKLIFFE LflKE 21354 15760 5002 215 .1 35.5 
WILKESVILLE: VINTOl\J 181 190 203 -o.4 -4. I I CN 
WILLARD HU~ON 5510 5457 4744 l 5. (; 1. 9 a:> 
WILLIAMSRURG CLEPMONT . 2054 1956 l4qo H .3 5 ;:j. I 
WILLIAMSPORT PICKAwAY 857 840 b 31 ~j.l .2 • J 
WILLOUGHRY l-AK f ld634 15058 5602 168.8 23.7 
WI LL OUGHBY HILLS L ht< E 5?47 4241 0 .o 23.7 
WILLOWICK l AKE 212 37 18749 3677 409.9 13.3 
WILLSHIQE VAN WERT 62J 601 567 b.O 3.7 
WILM I NG TON Cl I NTON 10051 8915 7387 20.1 12.7 
W 1 LMOT STARK 378 402 354 13.6 -6.0 
WILSON MONROE - BELMONT 133 90 0 .o 4 7. 8 
WINCHESTER ADA~S 1h0 788 690 14.2 -3.o 
WINDHAM PO!:<TAGE 1~60 3777 3968 -4.d -11.l) 
WINTERSVILLF JEFFERSO"J 4921 35'H 1950 84. !:> 3 b. d 
wnOOLAWN HAMILTON ':\ 2 51 ~001 1335 125.2 tj. 1 
WOODMERE CUVA HOGA CJ76 398 419 -5.0 145.2 
wnoosF 1 EL o MONROE 3239 2956 2410 22.1 9.6 
WO DO STOCK CHA~PATGN 2 81 110 316 -l.9 -9.4 
WOODVILLE SAi~DUSK Y 1 8 "'4 l 700 1358 25.2 7.9 
WOOSTER WAYNE 187')3 17046 14005 21.1 9.7 
wnRTHI NGTIJN fRr\NKLIN 15326 92"39 2141 331.5 0:,.9 
TABLE 4. CONTINUffl OHIO 
N~ME COUNTY ?OPULA TI ON POPULATION POPULATION CHANt;E CHANGE 
1970 1960 1950 50-60 b0-10 
WREN VAN ~ERT 282 287 276 3.2 -1.7 
WYOMING HAMILTON qoa9 7736 5582 38.6 l 7. 5 
XE~TA GREENE 25~73 20445 12877 58.b 24. l 
YANKEE l4K E TRUMBULL 43 42 53 -20.a 2." YELLOW SPRl~GS GR EFNF'. 4624 4167 2896 43.9 ll.O 
YORKSHIRE DARK F 1 51 182 142 20.2 -11.0 
YORKVILLE JEFFERSON - BELMONT 1656 1801 1854 -2.9 -a.1 
vnUNGSTOWN ~AWlN ING - TRUMBULL 139788 l666g9 168330 -1.0 -lb.l 
ZALESKI VTNTn~ 304 336 388 -13.4 -9.5 
ZANESFIELO Lf"IGAN 272 288 288 .o -5.6 
Z t\NESVILLE MUSKINGU'1 11045 3qo11 40517 -3.6 -15.4 I ZOAR TUSCAq4riAS ~28 191 200 -4.5 19.4 w 
'° I 
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TABLE '5. INCORPORATEO PL ACES I 1\1 OHIO 
~ANKfD BY SI l E · 1 ·\l 1 <p') Ar'4D l cu,o 
RA"-'K RANK NA~E POP UL AT I ON POPULATIOr.. 
1(' ~(\ 1970 1960 
t l CLEVELAND 15090~ 876050 
2 'l COLUMBUS 5 '396 77 471316 , 2 CI NC I N!\IA TI 452524 502550 
4 
', 
4 TOL FOO 3818113 '318003 
5 '5 AKRm~ :'7'5425 290351 
6 
"' 
!JAYTON 243601 262332 
7 7 YOUNG<; rriwm l 197 g 8 166689 
~ A CAt\ITON 110053 ll 3631 
q Q PA~MA 1')1?16 82845 
1"' 1n SPRlNGFIE:Lf) 81926 82723 
u 1 '.! LORAIN 78185 68932 
l2 14 FUCLID 71552 62998 
11 11 LAKEw'.JOD 70171 b6l54 
14 l7 KETTEqll\JG 6959(J 54402 
l5 1 1 HA,,,ILTOf\J 67865 72354 
!6 1~ t1AtHU:N 6~494 59648 
17 l '5 CLEVE LANO HEIGHTS 6fi767 bl813 
l 8 ~o MA..,.SFIELD 55"47 47325 
lq 18 LIMA 53734 51037 
'.?0 21 ELYRIA 53427 43782 
.?1 1 q CUYAWJGA FALLS 4qs7A 47Q22 
?2 ~? ~I ODLE TOW~~ 48767 42115 
'"l .,, NEWARK 41936 41790 
:>4 ,~ 
- '.) GAPFIFLO HEIGHTS 4l417 38455 
25 ?6 E ~ ') T CLFVflAND 19600 17991 
26 27 MARIO'! 1864b 37079 
27 ~q UPPE r~ ~PLINGTO"l 3~~~0 28486 
2~ 2!"B "1E"'JTOR ~6q12 4354 
')9 28 SHl\K EQ. HF {(;HTS 3~306 364&0 ,,, 16 Fl"'JDLAY 35~f)~ 30344 
31 6'.' Nr:JRTH OL ~s Tf:I) 34SJ6l 16290 
32 14 MAPLF HEIGHTS 14·)Q1 31661 
3~ 
"" 
8ARRERTON 'l30'>2 33805 
34 2 l+ ZANESVILLE. 13045 39077 
35 17 LA"lCASTER 3zq1 t 29916 
36 11 SANOUSK Y 32074 31989 
37 15 MASS ILLO'-J 32539 31236 
18 48 FA IRRORN '32267 l91t53 
39 ~9 RR'JO!<. PAPK 10774 12856 
4C" ~., STEUBE"IVILLF 10771 32495 
41 ?Q NORWOOD 11)420 34580 
42 4'1 so•JTH l=U(I_ ID 29579 275&9 
43 51 KEl\IT 28183 17836 
44 ~! PO~TSMOUTH 276B 33637 
4c; 51 PAR~!\ HEIGHTS 27192 18100 
46 ~q l\LL I ANC E 2f>547 28362 
47 46 XPHA 253 73 20445 
48 4'5 WHITE HALL 25:?63 20818 
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TABLE 5. cnNT[~UEf) rJH In 
CUNK RA"JK NAME POPULATION POPULATION 
70 ,, " 1970 1960 
49 41 CHILLICOTHE 24'342 24957 
50 42 ASHTABULA 2411~ 24559 
51 6l ATHENS 21310 16470 
c; 2 'i? ROCKY RIVFR ?2958 18097 
5'3 6n f-lE~E A 22396 16592 
54 gn MAYFIELD HFIGrlTS ., 7-1 39 13478 
55 79 11ll~LtNG GREEN 21760 13574 
56 71 FAIRVIC:W PARK 21681 14624 
57 44 TIFFIN ?1596 21478 
58 47 ~ILES 215Al 19545 
c:;q 64 WICKLIFFE 21,54 15760 
60 'i,f) Wtllr:JWICK 212 37 1~749 
6t 4q PHJUA 20741 19219 
6? 4~ EAST LIVERPOOL 20020 22306 
63 c; r; ASYLANO 1qa12 17419 
64 qr:; STOW 1Q847 12194 
6'i 58 LYNDHURST l'H49 16805 
66 q2 FASTLAl(E 19690 12467 
!J1 109 wARP,FNSVILLE HEIGHTS 189 ?5 10609 
68 ;,., WOOSTER 1870'3 17046 
69 '>9 WILLOUGHBY 186~4 15058 
70 c:; 4 FREMONT 18490 17573 
71 74 RAYVILIAGE 1816'3 l it-489 
1?. ,,~ BEDHHW 17552 15223 
1~ 78 TROY 17186 13685 
74 c:;q UNIVl=RSITY H!=TGHTS ! 71')5'5 16641 
75 r; 7 ~ARIFTTA 16'361 16847 
76 8? ORFG01\I 16563 13319 
77 6~ PAINfSVlLLE 10536 16116 
78 10 SIDNEY 1613? 14663 
79 7~ DFFIANCF. 16?81 145'53 
8'l 66 FOSTORIA 16017 15732 
$J1 96 MAUMEE 1c;q37 12063 
8? 1'4 OXFORD ti;868 7828 
8~ qq RRUNSWTCK 15852 11725 
84 07 WESTLAKE 15689 12906 
85 67 STRUTHS:RS 15341 156 31 
86 11q WORTHINGTON 15326 9239 
87 l 1 4 TALLMAOGE 15274 10246 
88 140 lllO~TH CANTON 152 28 1121 
~9 1(:, NEW PH IL A 0 E LP f-i I 1'. 15184 14241 
qn ~ 24 STR.ONGSVILLF 15182 851)4 
91 0 FOREST PAPK 15139 0 
92 65 IP'1NTON 15030 15745 
93 C]4 OELAWAR E 15008 13282 
94 75 ~f XLEY 14888 14319 
95 115 A1lAMISBUPG l47Q7 9893 
96 116 FAIRFIELD 14680 9714 
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TABLE i;. CONT 1~ 1 JfD '1HliJ 
RANK Rl\NK NA'-1[ POPULATION POPULATION 
70 60 1970 1960 
q7 1!1 f.ONNFt\UT l 45 52 10557 
98 q" READING 14103 12832 
99 77 SALEftil 14186 13854 
l f)n 86 GIRAPO 14 ! 19 12997 
l 01 , ,~ ~EVNOLDSBUPG 1~921 7793 
l fl2 1'1 GROVE CITY 1"<n1 8107 
lo" 35 COSHOCTON 1~747 13106 
1 t)4 1? CA...,HRIOGE 1~656 14562 
1')5 J\~ NORWALK 13386 12900 
Hl6 q~ ~OUNT VEt<NON l 3 3 73 13284 
l'H 1 l?. ~ORTH PinGf.VILLE 1~152 8057 
l 08 106 13RQOKL VN 1'142 10733 
1oq lOA WAllSWOR TH 13142 11)635 
110 91 GALION 13123 12650 
t 1l ~4 BUCYRUS l '111 12276 
112 , 8'3 BEDFORD H~IGHTS 13061 5275 1. t, \ 1'.8 NORTH ROYAL T·lN 12807 9290 
114 ~ 70 SEVFN HILLS !. ?.7 00 5708 
11. 5 81 CA...,PBELL !.2577 13406 
116 146 WESTERVILLE l '~30 7011 
117 01 -'ASHINGTDN 12495 12388 
118 28' GMiANNA 1241')0 2717 
llQ uo GREENVILLE 12180 10585 
t 20. ! 4~ ~IODLEBUPG HEIGHTS 12367 7282 
121 cp N!JRTH COLLEGE Hill 1 ?363 12035 
122 0 ~O~TON 12~0'3 0 
l 23 U7 AVON LAKE 12261 9403 
, 24 186 SYLVAN I A 1Z031 5187 
t 25 1f)5 RAVENNA 11760 10918 
~ 26 l 1')4 CIRCLEVILLE 11687 11059 
127 161 SOLON 11519 6333 
128 l 'l~ DOVEP 11516 11300 
1. 29 l 64 BQ~AOVIEW HEIG4TS 11463 6209 t ,,, l02 VAN WFRT 11~20 11323 
l~l l'H RFLLEF ON TA I NE 112 55 11424 
l '\2 111 URBANA 11z·~1 10461 
131 ! ')7 CHEVIOT 11! 1'5 10701 
134 ??. 5 SHARONVILLE 10985 3890 1 ,., 1zq Mf:OINA 10913 8235 
l 36 1 ,, ? VANDALIA 10796 6342 
117 QR t.4AR.TINS FFRRV F'757 11919 
1 313 ?'M WEST CARPDt.LTO~ 10748 4749 
139 241 CENTERVILLE 1.0~33 3490 
l 40 112 OAKWOOD CITY 10095 10493 
l 41 ll~ FR A"lKL IN 1007~ 7917 
142 12\ WILMINGTON l "10 51 8915 
143 1.54 AMHERST 9902 6750 
144 lCJCJ VERMILION 9872 4785 
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TABLE r;. CONTlNUEO OHIO 
RANK RANK NA~E POPULATION POPULATION 
7'> ,, ,., !970 l<J60 
145 ·12n SHELBY ~847 9106 
146 1 'H' RELLA IRE 9655 11502 
147 16~ BEACH\4000 q631 6089 
14A 18~ RICHMOND HEIGHTS 9220 5068 
149 l 7"T BRF.CKSVILLF 91 37 5435 
150 1~q WYOMING 9081 7736 J r;, l 31) ClBEPLIN 9761 8198 
152 14CJ SHFFFIFLD LAKE 8734 6884 
1 5'3 127 RELLf=VUF 8604 8286 
154 ! 4-4 HU8AARD d58':\ 7137 
155 12A GRANDVIEh HEIGHTS 84oO 8270 
156 112 HlLllAQO 8169 563) 
t 57 12~ BLUE ASH 8324 8341 
158 12~ KENTON 8'315 811t1 
'59 ?19 SPRINGDALE 9127 3556 
160 ') STREETSBORn 7901> 0 
161 1~9 LERANO"I 7934 ~993 
162 '3 9':\ ENGLEWfJOO 71385 1515 
l 6" , '5,, NAPOLEON 779! 6739 
164 141 CELINA 777q 7659 
1 61) 117 TORONTO 7705 7780 
~ 66 138 ST ~ARYS 7699 7737 
167 174 PERRYSBlJPG 7693 5519 
168 l 4A DELPHOS - 76013 6961 
169 1.?. ~ GALLIPOLIS 7490 8775 
1 7(' 15 B MOUNT HEALTHY 7446 6553 
171 125 DEFR PARK 7415 8423 
172 p;q ORR.VILLE 7408 6511 
1 7~ l r; ':\ i'IAPAKONE TA 7324 0756 
174 l '>7 A'JON 7214 6002 
l 7~ l 5f"I PORT CLINTON 7202 6870 
t 76 l 7<J BELPRE 11aq 5418 
177 1cn LOVELA"ID 7144 5008 
. 178 l s;, l~llFPFNOENCE: 7034 6868 
, 7q 14? BRYAN 700A 7361 
180 l 9";\ TROTWOOD 6997 4992 
1 ~1 l ~" HURON '>896 5197 
l. 82 ~ 47 JACK SO\! ~843 6980 
183 2 'l4 HEATH 6768 2426 
t 84 151\ MADEIRA 6713 6744 
t 815 157 SILVF~TON !>588 6682 
186 ?22 AUR.ORA 6549 4049 
187 246 MENTOR ON THE LAKE 6517 3290 
188 161 LONDON 6481 .6379 
189 171 GE"IFVA 6449 5677 
190 2 ~l TWINSBURG 64~2 40CJ8 
t 91 t) MAC EDON IA 6~75 I) 
192 l 80 RITTMAN 6308 5410 
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TABLE 5. CONTINUED OHIO 
RANK RANK NAl-1F ?fl?ULA Tl ON POPULATION 
70 I, "I l<HO 1960 
l q' l A7 LOUISVILLf 6298 5116 
l 94 l 6') LOGAN 6269 6417 
195 2~" "ff~ CARL ISLE 6112 41')7 
1 96 (') FAIRLAwN 6102 0 
l 97 1 ~5 LI NC OL"l Hf IGHTS 6099 7798 
l 98 1 q1 ·;R t F "4H I l LS ~092 5407 
l 9Q l 5' ~T 8FQNARD 6080 6778 
20" 11"'! EATON 6() 20 5034 
201 t7~ CRFSTLINE 5947 5521 
202 25, PEPPEi{ PIKE 5933 3217 
2 ')'3 ., 6 ~ HIGHLA\10 Hf I GrlT S 5926 2929 
204 , 45 WEL l SV IL LE 5891 7117 
2')5 l '}&:\ "'1A~YSVJLLE 5744 4952 
?')6 165 UHRICHSVILLE 5711 6201 
?07 '.'56 MONTGO~EPY 5683 3075 
208 2'>1 '4ASON 5677 4727 
209 20'3 JNOIAN HILL 5651 4526 
?.11) ~ 96 UPPER SANDUSKY 5645 4941 
211 l q4 FAST PALESTINE 5604 52'32 
?12 1 "?Cj HILLSBORO 5584 5474 
21~ 265 AMBE~LEY 5574 2951 
~14 0 KIRTLAND 5530 0 
21 i; 176 WILLARD 5510 5457 
?}6 ~ qs CLYDE 5503 4826 
217 169 WELL STnN 54!0 5728 
?18 , ') q NJ:wTON FALL c; 1)378 5038 
219 ~?4 AO!\ 5'309 '3918 
?20 ?f)1 ROSSFORD 5'302 4406 
?21 lf P LOCKLAND 5288 5292 
?. 22 ~57 TRl'.=N Ttl"J 5278 3061t 
?2~ 194 Ml~GO JUNCTION 5278 49&7 
?24 21.1 WILLOIJGHHY HILLS 5?47 4241 
??5 ?"~ GOLF MANO~ 5170 '+648 
?26 ?11 TI PP CITY 5090 42b7 
227 l 11 SHADYSIDE '5')70 5028 
22R ?4q CANFIELD 4997 3252 
2~9 2 ~ " COLUMBIA~A 4q59 4164 
? 30 ?'15 SEF.:W ING 4954 44'39 
211 2'l9 ,,.AUS EON 4q32 4311 
23?. 7-17 WINTERSVILL'= 4921 3597 
2 "" 
?1')4 
"'FW LEXINGTON 4921 4514 
?34 V)l ~ORA INF 4898 2262 
'35 :n1 WAVERL V !t858 3830 
7-36 24?. CHAGRIN FALLc; 4848 3458 
237 '17 MILFORD 4'3?8 4131 
~38 l q7 NELSONVlLLF 4812 4831t 
239 f7~ GREENFIFLD 47AO 51t22 
240 2? 13 ST CLAIRSVILLE 4754 3865 
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TABLF 5. CONTINUE11 OHIO 
RANK R.~NI<. NA<.AE POPULATION POPULAT I 
70 ~'i 1970 1960 
241 '.' 14 Y1:LLOW SPP. I NGS 4624 4167 
?4?- ., 1 q "1AK IF.~ONT 4540 4120 
~43 ? '- ~ ~A~RISOI\ 4408 3878 
?44 '? r;? RPIJOKVILLf 44fl~ 3184 
?45 ~"" "'1INERV~ 4~59 381~ ?46 ?58 ONT A~ FJ 4345 3049 
247 ? 0r, '.31\qNFSVILL[ 4?q2 4425 
?48 2?7 '1TTAWA HILLS 4~ 70 3870 
'49 1Q1 !\IEW LFBANrl~J 4'>48 1459 
25') 
" 
l\JO •~ THWOOC 422? 0 
'.' 51 'lR ..,QNTPC:L If-R 4184 4131 
?52 ;> l'l '!EWCDMER ST OWN 4! 5c:; 427'3 
2 c;~ ?16 W~LLINGTIJN 4137 3599 
;:> i;4 24"'.I GC:RMl\NTOWN 4088 3399 
?55 ?53 c HAP ou~J "3991 3154 
256 ~ 71. r,P ~NV IL l f 3<~6'3 2868 
257 2'P HlJ1)Sn!\J 393'.\ 2438 
?58 2?.Q MOSA !JOR F. 385'3 3&51 
~u;q c:;q4 C!\RLISLE 3821 671 
26f\ ~42 MUNfHJE FALLS 3794 1828 
?oi ?61 WEST MILTON ~696 l91Z 
?62 21? FdJPPORT ~665 4267 
26~ 276 JEFFFRSON "3664 277,. 
?64 45~ UNION 3654 1072 
?65 284 SILVER LAKE 1637 2655 
?66 ?c:;n nTTA"4A 3622 3245 
261 ':\ "3' Ml\ Y FI C:L D 3548 1977 
?. 68 ?1~ cnLOWAT[P 3533 2706 
26q ? "'" EL"'1WOOD PLACE 3525 3813 
') 70 ·qc; CAREY 3 r; 2 '3 3722 
?71 ?1g LI 5BON 35 21 3579 
?72 ?. ~ 6 flENNIS!lN 1506 4158 
271 vn MONPOE 3492 1475 
2"74 2 '54 HICKSVILLF 3461 3116 
'75 n FORT SHAWNEE 3436 0 
276 ?40 NEWBURGH HFIGHTS "l'396 3512 
'?11 ?34 Wll\JOHAM 3360 3777 
?78 '2 2 1 NEW BOSTON 1325 3984 
279 297 NEW MIAMI 12 73 2360 
?80 26" WOODLAWN 32 51 3007 
2 81 ?~4 wOODSFlflf) 32 39 2CJ56 
?8? 
" 
RICHFIELD ':\228 0 
?83 ?1"' JOHNSTOWN 32(18 2881 
?84 115 WAL BR If'lGE 3208 2142 
?85 ?qi'\ ~c OONALfJ 3177 2727 
2 86 ?. c;q NORTH BflLTIMlJRE H43 3011 
?87 247 OAKWOOD 1127 3283 
Z8E.' ?78 POlf\~10 ':\1)97 276b 
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TABLE 5. CONTINUED IJ~IO 
Rl\NK RANK NAME POP ULA TI UN POPULATION 
70 ~" 1970 1960 
289 ?66 RL ~NC Hf S Tf. rJ v:rno 2944 
290 ?.4 q CADIZ ~1)60 3259 
29! ?98 AP.CHP.OLO "3(')47 2348 
292 2'n SOUTH LERANON 11') 14 2720 
zcn 2' '.' ~RIDGEPOPT V)Ql 3824 
'94 'Vl6 ~'JRELMJO HILLS ~')()fl 2188 
295 ?1'.>7 PAIJL 0 I F\IG 29 ~ '3 2916 
296 2 c; i.; Ml LL ER SF3UP.G 2979 3101 
297 414 LFXINGTON 2g12 1311 
298 274 MOUNT GILE AO 2Q71 2788 
?9q nn GFJ~ GETmJN 2949 2674 
~on ·qq WATERVILLE 2940 1856 
~01 ?q~ ALUFFTON 2935 2591 
V)2 31')') SWANTON 2927 2306 
'03 366 SOUTH AMHEkST 2913 1657 
~04 ?.gs LOUDONVILLE 2865 2611 
~05 26~ CROOKSVILLE 2828 ?958 
1()6 2 75 CARROLLTON 2817 2786 
307 7.69 OAK HARBOR. 2807 2901 
'08 ';")8 SPR.INGBOPO 2799 917 
309 244 ._,IDDLEPORT 2784 3373 
'HO ?62 COAL GROVF. ~759 2961 
"Ht 107 RI PL FY 2745 2174 
112 ?7Q LAKFMOQF 2708 2765 
11' zq"l FAIPFAX 2705 2410 
".1.14 ?7".1. GLENDALF 269(\ 2823 
~15 4':!1 SOUTH RUSSf-l. L 2~73 1276 
116 ?. 4" POMEROY 2672 3345 
117 21' NEW RIC H~ON lJ 2650 2834 
~18 2R8 GIBSO"'BUR.G ?5 85 2540 
119 7qq COVINGTON ?5 75 2473 
120 2q6 Dl?LTA ?.544 2376 
121 l~4 CO.<. TL AND 2525 1957 
1?2 417 WEST VlfW 21523 1303 
123 4f1? SUNBURY 2512 1360 
"24 ~4q WALTON HILLS 2508 l 77C> 
125 114 OLMSTED FALLS 25(14 2144 
".1.26 ·p4 GROVEPORT 2490 2043 
~27 ~lq JEFFERSON 24 72 2116 
~28 '3 4" NORTH KINGSVILLE 2458 1854 
329 "H~ VFRSAILLFS 2441 2159 
330 'lQ BALTIMORE 2418 2116 
"::\31 ":\l? CANAL WINCHESTER 2412 197~ 
1~2 1'1111 MINSTE~ 24('5 2193 
l ~., 
""4 LODI ?.J9q 2213 
114 ":\7' <;A TES '1ILL~ 2~78 1588 
'35 1lA OOYLFSTOWN 2371 1873 
1~6 ~76 CANAL FULTON 2167 1555 
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TABLE s;. CJNTINUEO OHIO 
RANK RANK NAMF. POPULATION POPULATION 
70 60 1970 1960 
1'.H 2~7 LEETONIA 2342 2543 
'38 v;r; CEDARVILLE 2342 1702 
,,() 'H}') NEW LfJNDDN 2336 2392 
'40 3l 7 NEW CO'JCQRI) 2118 2127 
'41 "\?.Ii COLUMBUS GROVE 2290 2104 
14? 1? ~ Tf!~RACE PAPK 2266 2021 
':!43 11 "\ PLAIN CITY 2254 2146 
344 ~1n rJBET7 2248 1984 
345 '3,, 1 SOIJTH POINT 2241 166) 
346 1"? SPENCERVILLE 2241 2061 
347 327 RETHFL 2214 2019 
348 11q MANCHE STER 2195 2172 
'4q "\"B "IE"' BREMEN 2185 1972 
350 1118 RR ILL I ANT 2178 2174 
3 51 31 2 POWHATAN POINT 2167 2147 
352 'Ht BRADFORD 2163 2148 
353 zqq SABINA 2160 2313 
354 115 GENOA 2139 1957 
355 ~74 EDGERTON 2126 1566 
~56 ?90 TILTONSVILLE 2123 2454 
357 30'3 GLOUSTER 2121 2255 
,58 ~28 -fJR ANGE 2112 2006 
359 '3 t)? MC CONNELSVILU: 2107 2257 
160 291 BYESVILLE 2097 2447 
361 129 CALDWELL 2082 1999 
362 346 LEIPSIC 2072 1802 
363 116 RICHWOOD 2072 2117 
364 "\":\6 WILLIA"1SAURG 2054 1956 
365 3 c;,, NEWTOWN 2047 1750 
366 1~1 CLEVES 2044 2076 
167 ~~5 BRFWSTER 2020 2025 
36A 344 PLYMOUTH 199"3 1822 
36q 161 ARCANUM 1 ')9":\ lb78 
;370 '41 UTICA ~cn7 1854 
371 555 EVENDALE 1967 773 
372 ,4q WEST UNION 1951 1762 
313 14, DESHLER 19'8 1824 
3 74 177 FREDERICKTOWN 1935 1531 
~ 7'5 428 ENON 1929 1227 
376 154 13ATAV IA 1894 1729 
':a,77 "3 c; 8 STRASBURG l B 74 lb87 
,78 12' LOillELLVILLE 1836 2055 
379 356 WOODVILLE 1834 1700 
380 46"\ PATASKALA 1831 1046 
381 36c; LJNION CITY 1808 1657 
382 '353 JAMESTOWN 179() 1730 
183 "\67 ASHVILLE 1772 lb39 
3 Sit 359 GRAFTON 1771 1683 
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TABLE c:;. CONTINUf'1 JHIO 
RA!'llK RA'\IK !\IA '-1 f- POPULATION POPULATION 
1n '> ('\ ! Q 7" lq6o 
385 4'P SU .; ~ R C ~ E f K 1771 982 
1 q6 , c:;, 'Hl')f-VTLLF 1767 1749 
~97 414 HA'HVILLF l 7 5? 1353 
1 AS 18° A'\I HJE R. P 1735 l46c; 
18Q ~1" CAR.DINGTnN 1730 1613 
iqo v,? 5 H E F J: I F U' l 7 '3 ('\ 1664 
~Ql 1irn MIDOLEFIFU1 17?6 1467 
1q? 1 qf WFST LAFAVV:TT!:: 1719 1476 
1Q3 1"4 GARPF:TTSVltlf 111 R 1662 
~q4 4?'l HE!3PO"'J u,qq 126(} 
39c:; 1(.,'1 1\1 F. l'i PAR J <; 1692 1679 
~q6 ~4c:; ~ECH~NICS>:\ll"'G 16i:i& l '310 
~q7 ~17 SAllNEVILlt: 168!:> 1898 
~98 ~69 13FLLVILL[ , ~85 1621 
1Qq 4()1:\ "11\0ISnN 11,7~ 1347 
401') 6,,1" Nf W MIDDLETnw~J 1664 500 
41'H 147 VO~K VIL u~ !656 l8iH 
4".l? 1 r)I') ST PARIS 1 "46 1460 
4'"3 15:.' fl AK Hill 1~42 1748 
41\4 4'<1 wAVNESVYllE 16 38 1298 
4()5 ~ l,Q SHREVE 1?35 1617 
41'16 3 ql CRESTON 16 32 1522 
41'\7 1!P EAST CANTON l 6 31 1521 
4"SJ , .,, 0 EERlES l !:>?9 1601 
4')9 4'19 ~?ATF"IAHL 1013 1332 
41" 1c:;7 '\IAVARRF 1t,r.7 1698 
411 414 WF ST UNITY 1 "~9 1192 
417 l ~ (' WEST l!RfP.TY 1580 1522 
41 '3 44-1 GA'•H3 IE P 15 71 1148 
414 ~79 WE Sf ~lf)C.~ND~ I A 15 5 l 152'+ 
415 l~I:\ LF~IS"1lJRG 1c:;5~ 1415 
416 178 "'1C AIHHUP 1543 15?.9 
417 446 ;.-I H I T '= HG U S F- l "> 42 1135 
41~ 1QA HrlLGATE 1541 1374 
419 4 ') 7 ~DUNT STERLING 15 36 1338 
4?0 412 FOt<FST 1535 1314 
421 VP BROOKLYN HEIGHTS 15?7 1449 
422 406 :)RE soEr-J 1516 1338 
421 416 c,~~OE"l 1'5C7 1308 
424 134 SOUTH CHARLESTON 15L'() 1505 
425 l~" MORROW 1486 1477 
426 47(1 1-ilRAM 1484 1011 
4 ?.7 4()1 ARLINGT'JN HEIGHTS 14 76 13~S:, 
428 ,qq GRFEt\lW I CH l 4 73 l 371 
429 4?4 GNADFNHUTTE~ 14~6 1257 
430 4f)n MONPOFVILLI= 1455 1371 
431 44c:; CRf\IG BEACH l 451 1139 
412 11s; SOUTH ZANESVILLE 1416 1557 
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T ABL F. 5. Clr--;Tlf\JUEU nHifJ 
RANK RAl\JK \JA"1f POPULATIOt-1 POPULATIO~ 
1f) !-,'"' 1q7() 1960 
41~ 4?".I V4Llr:y v If v; 14?2 1221 
4~4 411 <;O,.,ER5~T 1417 1361 
4 35 114 ;:pfMFN !413 1417 
416 1+, !:j "1 l LA~~ !4r5 1309 
417 4-iq :.,,, I 'l E ~ V f\ PAt< { 1402 1169 
418 41r:; SEVTLLF 1402 1190 
4JQ 41" KFVFRLY 11q6 1194 
44rl 1Q6 CHFSAPf:f\K.F 1364 1396 
44l 4~'1 PAYNi: l ~ 51 1287 
442 41)q FOPT RECClVFPY 134d 1336 
44~ . ., " "+ .· PIKETOl\I '347 1244 
444 1q1 AAYl\!ES3t.JRG 1337 1442 
445 '107 ADDYST1"J H36 1376 
446 5J4 CLINTOl\J 13 35 924 
447 4~~ MC c 1)~1-\ 1329 1176 
44R 418 El'10Rf 1316 1302 
449 41',f) ~OlJNT UP 1\9 1306 1058 
45r'.' 4?~ PEMBFRVllLE" 11rt 1237 
451 411 STRYKEi-1 ! 2 96 1205 
4152 4.,? GRr.:F'\I SP;.' I \JGS 1"79 1262 
4 ')~ 466 SMITHVILLi: l? 78 1024 
454 l+q4 c; T HFNPY 127~ <.J7d 
455 4 c;., t4E 5 TON 1?61 1075 
4 5A 1.g1:i RFLL RRrCJK 12~8 941 
457 '+ l I') '1AL VlQ"J 1 "'>6 1320 
458 '+4n l\lf '.-1 WASf-11\1(:,TJN l? 51 1162 
459 4 l "l SM tT~-iF I EL!J 1245 1312 
46() 451 RlJI-{ T!l!\I 1214 1085 
4{, 1 
" ~ 'i Nf)'~ TH K l\Nf)1'LL 1?12 686 
4.S? 4'~ F.LTDA 1211 1215 
46~ 4"1F-, FLIJSHJ'l(; 1207 1189 
'•64 4 r.1 ROCK~'~l>-D 1207 1155 
465 4' "l ''°11\~HUA 1199 1194 
4f..'1 4'-,7 l Y'\IC HfHJR G 1186 1022 
467 
'· !+-4 cri:-n I f\JEN T l\l 11 85 1147 
468 44~ A NfH"JV E t:t l 1 7q 1116 
46q 4 i:; 'i DAL TUt-J 1177 106 7 
47n 4i:;n FAYFTT:: 11 75 1()90 
471 "\54 ABERDFi:N 1165 774 
47?. 457 Kl'\IGSTtJl\J 1157 1060 
47~ 417 f\fTHf"Sf).'\ n '>7 1178 
474 4Rt/ t.W .\nNF P 1140 qq4 
475 4l1 Anr l'J ti. 11 34 1317 
476 1+4' t\E . \CH CITY 11'1 1151 
477 '+ R" JAcr sn~J C.F!HF::~ 1119 9HO 
478 478 CHAlJNC~Y 1117 996 
479 47Q OE GP AFF 1117 996 
480 i; l'l5 H'1LL A\4D 11 na Q24 
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TABLE 5. CO~TINUFO r1H In 
RANK RANK Nll.r-1 E POP UL A TI 1JN POPULATION 
70 ,, ,.. 19 7'J lq6Q 
481 44q ~USS~LLS PCJINT 11 :')4 1111 
482 4 "'.) Ci<.lf)ERSVILLF 11 r.~ 1053 
48'3 477 SYC/\MnRF l)9f q9a 
484 4., 7 f1TLLJNVALE 1'.)Q'5 1232 
4~'5 40.l '°'rJJ.I T HF I Elf) t ·189 10'55 
4'\6 4qA qnLIVAR 1084 9)2 
497 47? L~GPANGF lJ74 1007 
488 454 Al.GfK l () 71 1008 
48Q 4qi l\ K. l l".JG Tm.i 1166 955 
4ql') 17:? "'1AGNLll I A 1"64 1596 
4q1 4~q ..JEST SALEM 1I)58 1017 
4q'.) 47c:: RA PJRRTf1Gt l J 57 t ()01 
49'3 '5 '? 5 RUTKINS l 0 57 d54 
4q4 491- 8UTLf:O l (\ 52 976 
495 4q;'.) CASTALI/\ 11)45 954 
4q6 474 \N sr~"J I A 1 ~44 1002 
497 4qq cr\jTf:RRUPG l "I~ lj 963 
4q~ 47~ DLPJK IRK l ""136 1006 
4qq 51? ASHLEY !.() ~4 '-i01 
51)0 51 "l JEFFERSOl\JV! Llf l () 31 897 
501. 45~ P~1SPFCT 1111 1067 
502 4 71 LAKEVIEW l" 26 1008 
lilJ~ 50~ !ll\'JVILLF ! ·') ? 5 92t> 
5'l4 450 PLFASl\"JT HILL 10 2" 13b0 
i:; f)5 4131 "11\LTA , 0, 7 983 
51')6 c; ?.0 U'\FRTY (Ef\.JTER l n 11 d67 
507 4'H ATTICA lr".As:; 965 
508 447 SC Ir: 1'1f'l2 1135 
r:;nq 49'5 LUCK FY '.l 9h 94b 
'HO 48'5 C:JNVUY g 91 976 
'i 11 4cp, ~ELL F (fl\ITfK ~pc:; 949 
51 7. 499 LEESBURG 984 932 
'311 S\q5 G~ AND Kl\PIOS 97b b10 
514 7~1 woonMER~ 976 39d 
515 c;74 P F1N EE R 'HlA 855 
c; 16 534 O~rlH L 965 819 
'517 596 Tl~RERLAKE 964 b10 
'51 A c; 11 ~EW MAD I Sf11\J 9~9 910 
lil 9 489 FAST SPAPT'\ 959 961 
520 464 HAMDEM 9~~ 1035 
521 '51 9 FR.ANKFQl-<.T 949 871 
522 468 ~F. ·..i S TQ I\ I TS VILLE Q47 1019 
'521 527 FRAZEYSBURG 941 842 
524 '5 fl' Nb-I MATAW11\~S 940 Q25 
r; 25 5'3 l BRiJOKSIDf q39 831 
526 494 WAYNE '.1?1 q49 
5?7 517 Hf-LC'IT qz1 877 
"i28 ~')6 ~EVADA n1 91Q 
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TABLE 5. CONTINUED OHIU 
RANK RAl'JK NA!'.1E POPULATION POPULATION 
7('1 60 1970 l~bO 
529 c; 14 PFRRY 917 ~85 
5)0 4Q7 HOPEDl\LF. ~16 932 
5 31 476 SHAWNEE <H4 1000 
5l2 r;4c:; OTT0Vlllf 914 793 
511 4~') llERGHOLZ Ql4 955 
5~4 c;4q VALL FY VIE .-J 9r;q 790 
5v; c;I")~ JEWFTT 901 925 
c;,6 513n KALI DA ~mo 705 
517 F, ('q Al1ANY A9q 629 
538 574 tiLOOM INGHUR G ~95 719 
5lq c; 21 KI LL BUCK 393 d65 
'5 4!' 510 F3LilOMV Ill ( 8134 83b 
541 c; ') f) AM<; TERO AM ti 82 931 
r; 4? 53" PROC TORV Ill f a 01 831 
c; 4" 6'"7 GFr\JEVA-flN THE-LAKE 877 631 
544 5?l3 LA R IJF 96 7 84.? 
545 543 CUVA HOGA HEIGHTS 866 796 
546 57A SE 1\MAN B66 714 
'547 54? FARMERSVILL~ 965 797 
54g ')f'l7 "1 l'H: RAL CITY 13 hO 917 
c;49 c; ~q WILLIA'1SPORT ~57 840 
55('1 55? PANDORA 857 782 
c; 51 c; '• 6 NFW KNOXVILLE ij 52 792 
5 c;., c; r; 1 LO,.,Ell 8 '5? 783 
5 51 61"'1 \JOR. TH PERRY 8 51 058 
554 52? "'JE..J VlfNNA q4q 858 
I) c; r; c;,19 PH IL 0 846 913 
5 c;6 51? ROSTmJ H~ I GHTS ~46 8-:\ 1 
'5 57 c:;' c; l\Jfl~ TH LFwlSAUP.G ~4f') s1q 
558 45q en RN IN(, d 3q 1065 
5 c;9 'i 5 ~ FH:TTSVILLE Ii~ 3 776 
i; 61') r; 7 7 PH l L l I P <; 1rn Q G q 31 715 
r; 61 c;v~ TlJc;C AR Aw AS i;no 817 
c; 6~ 571 RFRLIN HFIGHTS q 28 721 
56~ 5l8 SOUTH WERSTfR 825 803 
c; 64 54~ SAPOINJA q24 7qq 
565 56 C) 'iolAK fMAN B22 728 
566 51 I) AMEL I A ~?f) 913 
567 571 SHILOH 817 724 
568 t;?f, OHIO C ITV 816 851 
56q 175 ~I 'J GRA~DE '3 1 4 331 
570 5 $3 A OAK WOOD 8('4 b86 
c:;71 c; c; q EDClN 903 757 
51? 5~9 BAY VIEW 798 802 
5 7'3 61~ HUNTING VALLEY 797 629 
574 541 l\JEw HOLLAND 7 CJl-i 798 
5 7&; 5q2 CALFDONIA 7Q2 673 
576 5~? AN~A 1Q2 701 
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TABt.E 5. CONTINUED OHIO 
RANK RA!\JK NAME POPULATION POPULATf ON 
70 ~r 1970 1960 
577 56c:; AMANDA 788 732 
578 r; 11> FELICITY 786 878 
579 6~() SHF.P.WOOO 784 578 
5 81) 57" APPLE CREEK 784 722 
c; '31 5"Tt) RICHMONn 117 728 
s:;q2 56() MILLERSPORT 111 752 
5 8'3 641 CLAYTON 11'3 550 
584 567 MILU3URV 771 730 
5~5 575 l UCA <; 771 719 
586 c:;4q WI NC HES TEQ. 760 788 
Ci87 56? SPENCER 758 742 
588 465 URBANCREST 754 1029 
c; 89 56~ PltASAt-.JTVILLE 754 741 
590 547 WEST ~ANSFJELD 753 791 
5Q1 544 MILFORD CFNTER 753 794 
s;qi 556 PERRYSVILLE 752 769 
59~ 517 WASHINGTONVILLE 747 810 
594 ~P~6 FORT LORAMIE 744 687 
5q5 564 f)ARBYDALF 74~ 740 
596 c:;79 NE..J WATERFORD 735 711 
c;cn 56~ (jL ~NOOR F 732 7,.7 
598 55 A J UNC T JON C IT Y 732 7&3 
r;99 c;r.p Q.fJCK CREEK 731 673 
600 516 RISING SUN 731) 815 
61)1 597 RLOOMDAL E 727 669 
602 5?3 "tARBLEHEAD 726 858 
()().., 621 WARSAW 725 594 
604 c:; 50 CHRISTIANSBURG 724 788 
6'l5 6Ciq LEROY 715 504 
606 616 ClWENSVTLLE 707 609 
'>07 7l7 LITHOPOLIS 705 411 
608 c;() ~ RFPUBLJC 705 729 
609 6')4 MCGUFFEY 704 647 
61') 5 ')7 WAYNESFIELD 704 765 
6\1 '5 84 SEVE~ MILF 699 690 
6t2 6:)2 ~CCL URE 699 651 
61'3 5qi MILLVILLF 697 676 
6l4 616 PICKERINGTON 696 63/t. 
615 614 "1ARSHALLVILLE 693 611 
616 6fl'5 PENINSULA 692 64t4 
617 61~ ARCA DI A 689 olO 
618 R °' 5 LAwPENCEVILLE 687 252 
619 5'lq llUINCY 686 668 
62'l 5':>6 SYRACUSF 684 731 
621 1,24 HAMLF.R 681 588 
622 6"\9 DUBLIN 681 552 
623 654 THORNVILLE 679 521 
624 61l MARBLE CLIFF 676 622 
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TABLE 5.' CONTINUED OHIO 
R. ANK RANK NAME POPULATION POPULATI UN 
70 61) lq10 1960 
6 '25 c;q q ME~mo~ 672 663 
6?6 6 q" COOLVILLf &72 443 
627 c;qr, SPRING VALLEY 667 678 
6?8 616 t\ELMO~T 666 563 
6?q 587 K_UTLAND 66~ 687 
6-:tn 6?R LINDSEY 652 581 
6 ~l 61~ WEST FA 1U-1I NGTON 6'50 614 
6 3? 612 NOl.?TH BEND 6'38 622 
6 ~" 158Q ~IDVALE 636 683 
634 6') t MOUNT PLEASANT 635 656 
6~5 61q MOUNT VICTnRY 633 598 
6"6 6~3 LYONS 630 590 
6':!7 ,, ;> ;> CYGNET 62q 593 
6 "8 8?.4 HANOVER 626 267 
6l9 647 LAURELVILLE 624 539 
641) 6'~ WILLSHIRE 623 601 
641 6?5 GR:1TIS 621 580 
642 5B~ Q.AYLAND ,, 17 694 
r,43 ~qq CAR?.fllL 614 444 
644 67~ r;RAND RIVEP 613 477 
645 707 SOlJTH BUJOMF I EltL 610 424 
646 s;c:n IRONDALE 602 705 
647 6 3 c:; FREDERISCKBURG 601 565 
64R 6'?0 MET AMOR I\ 5q4 598 
649 64q VE RON I\ srn 527 
,, 50 667 BUCHTEL 5CJ2 499 
651 1)83 Al E XANflR I A 5 88 452 
6'52 634 CAIPO 587 566 
6 c;" 661 RACINE 583 499 
6'i4 7lfl KIRKERSVILLE 578 417 
6 55 6?6 CLARKSVILLE 574 583 
656 ') STOUTSVILLE 57":\ 0 
657 r,4q RALTIC 5 71 537 
658 6~8 EDISON 569 559 
659 65~ HA~ERSVILLE 567 524 
6 6!' 516 ~UR PAY C ITV 562 717 
661 646 JEROME= SVILL E 559 540 
662 61" RIVFP.LEA 558 625 
6 f,3 150 HARRISBURG 'i 56 359 
664 ~;01 COALTON 55('1 648 
665 65~ Pnfn WASHINGTON 550 526 
666 6"~ HA SK I ~S 549 521 
667 6J-9 JACKSONVILLE 545 580 
668 696 VIENNA 545 440 
669 612 MIDDLE POINT 543 571 
670 669 TRIMBLE 542 481 
671 61t3 NORTH FAIRFIELD 540 547 
672. 714 VANLUE 539 386 
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TABLE 5. CONTINUED OHIO 
RANK RANK NAMF. POPULATION POPULATION 
7') 61') 197() l9b0 
673 6l3 FLET(HFF 539 5b9 
f,74 f->66 GRF.fN CA'-1P 537 492 
6 75 64., t;ROVER HTLL 5~6 547 
676 6l7 HARROD 5'.2l 563 
F, 77 71)1 FOR.T JENr~ I NGS 533 436 
678 71)1 GLFNWILLflw 526 359 
679 617 RlJSHSYLVANI A '526 601 
680 6\J, GfTTYSBUPG 526 443 
681 f,c:; ') BF AV f.R DAM 525 514 
6R? 749 WhlTE HILL 514 360 
633 79" l\tEw AL RAMY 513 307 
684 '>'?7 QUAKER C ITV 510 583 
695 7c:;, ~Pli\RWOOO BE J\C'~ 'i08 359 
686 7"'14 1-iAYESVILLE 506 4'35 
687 66A MARTINSVILLE 500 488 
688 6 '3 l SF."JECAVILLF. 497 575 
68q 7r'J9 PORTAGE 494 420 
690 667 PlfASANT CITY 494 491 
691 640. E:M!>J~E 491 551 
6CJ2 65q FREE POiH 490 503 
69, 66~ NORTH HAMPTON 489 495 
694 645 HOLLOWAY 488 541 
695 674 LAFAYETTF 486 476 
69.6 6'56 HARVEYSBURG 486 514 
,, 97' 6CJ2 HA~H1VER TnN 483 442 
698 68t:; F.L DORADO 483 449 
699 676 BOWFPSTON 479 463 700 ,, c; 1 HUl\!TS\/ILLE 475 511 
701 7!)5 MOUNT BLANCHARD 47l 432 
702 6R::! ST()C KPOR. T 4 71 458 
71') 3 7':\~ JERRY CITY 41<' 386 
704 670 WEST MANCHE5H:R 469 460 
705 671 SUGAR GROVE 469 479 
706 71q RAWSON 466 407 
707 711 MOWRYSTOWN 465 416 
708 6 5" LAURA 464 526 
709 6&5 CUMBERLAND 463 493 
710 7?6 PITSBUR.G 462 391t 
711 70() Cll\RKSBUPG 457 438 
712 7'?2 HARTFnRo 455 397 
713 6Q4 ADELPHI 455 441 
714 ,..,,4 "'tORRAL 452 49~ 
715 6q'3 BEALLSVILLE 452 4'tl 
716 ~I) (1 KIRTLAND HILLS 452 292 
717 675 NEW ATHENS 450 472 
118 644 BPAnv LAK~ 450 544 
·· 719- 684 CONESVILLE 448 451 
720 831 RIVERS I Of. 447 259 
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TABt.E 5. CONTl"IUfO OHIO 
' 
RANK RANK NAMF POPULATION POPULATION 
70 6') 1970 1960 
721 75~ POLK 435 358 
722 7')6 THURSTON 42'3 429 
72~ 7411 WAL On 428 374 
724 728 SHAWNEE HILLS 428 394 
725 71? TP!=MONT CITY 4?6 'tl4 
726 7~ i; NEw ALFXANORIA 425 396 
717 677 l'IHAR TON 422 463 
7?8 0 RUSSIA 470 0 
., ?.9 67,q LOCK ~OUR.NE 420 460 
7":\0 699 PO-{ T JEFFERSON 416 438 
7~1 ..,~l FAYETTEVILLE 415 389 
712 71'~ SOUTH SOLON 415 414 
733 7f'l.8 HOLMESVILLE 412 422 
734 738 TARLTON 412 377 
7'35 697 COLLEGE COKNER 408 439 
7'36 774 HOYTVILLE 403 334 
737 6~1 LORF CITY 401 458 
738 670 SHERRODSVILLE 400 480 
739 71 " RUSSFLLVILLE 399 412 
740 71),? OSTRANOFR 399 438 
741 736 TO\ITOGANY 3q5 180 
742 :() BAILEY LAKFS 194 0 
741 71).i BELLE VALL FY "\ 9" 438 
744 7 t,.<) MALINTA 391 339 
74s; 6 an AQUILLA 3 8C) 459 
746 74s; MIDLAND 388 367 
747 6 7 'l SOMERVILLE 388 478 
748 18&; STRATTON ~86 311 
749 76') ST LOUISVILLE 385 149 
750 724 MORRISTOWN 385 396 
751 77') NF~TONSVILLE ~ 85 339 
752 6~c:; ROCKY PIDGF ~85 441 
7 5'3 714 HIGGINSPORT 383 412 
754 746 CASSTO.;N 380 366 
755 6~6 RIQGEw.~Y 379 448 
756 7?0 WILMOT 178 402 
757 78? wFST LEIPSIC ~78 320 
758 771 NEY 178 338 
759 7q9 FlJL TON 377 292 
760 7'30 POWELL 374 390 
761 77Q CRDW"I CITY 371 32J 
762 68s:\ CL!\Y CENTFR 370 446 
763 786 HCILLANSHIJRG 364 31l 
764 72Q DELLROY 363 391 
765 'H ~ CHESTERHILL 361 876 
766 71B SAVANNAH 361 409 
767 716 GALFNA 361 411 
768 776 ROwfRSVILLE 358 327 
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TABLE c:;. CONTINUED OHIO 
RANK RANK NA~F POPULATIUN POPULATION 
70 611 lq7f) 1960 
769 778 BUR RANK 154 324 
770 7'56 KIPTON 353 353 
771 741 VINTON l52 374 
772 71., ALVOROTOf'l 3 51 388 
771 1F>~ "1AGNETIC SPRINGS l49 344 
774 6'1A MOSCOW ~48 ,.38 
775 7/f.? OLD WASHINGTON 346 369 
776 6~n CORWIN 346 447 
777 76'> HARR IS VILLE ~45 343 
778 744 NF ri ALOOMINGTO~~ 34'3 368 
779 865 CHIPPfWA-f1N THf-l AKF 341 210 
7 A') 761 NEW RIE=GFL 341') 349 
781 7r;o BARNHILL 33q 350 
782 7'1'). BENTLEYVILLE 138 301 
78~ 7~7 CL AR I NG Tf'l\I 338 l94t 
784 7~4 MAINEVILLE 3 33 343 
785 846 GLORIA GLENS PARK 332 234 
786 79n ~ARE NGO 130 321 
7A7 777 aENTOl\I RIDGE 329 325 
788 747 SCOTT 329 365 
79q 816 CHICKASA~ 326 275 
7<"JO 75 c; CATAWRA 323 355 
791 748 PORT WILLIAM 323 360 
1cn 7BQ co~~~RCihL POI !\IT 320 308 
7q3 94q BELMORF 319 Z32 
7q4 7'\9 VAN fHJR E~ 319 ~74 
79'5 768 MIOW~Y 318 341 
796 737 ROSWELL l17 379 
797 1bf, REAVER H7 341 
798 74i CHE SHIRi= 315 369 
79q 7A7 ORIENT 31~ 310 
800 814 PnTSDAl'4 311 282 
~01 798 R.OGF RS '310 295 
802 71"\ TIRO 310 334 
8<''1 758 SUMMERFIELD 306 352 
804 772 ZALESKI 304 336 
8'l5 85 "\ LINIAVILLf 303 226 
806 ~1'1 MELROSE 102 260 
807 794 ~OUNT CORY 302 301 
808 842 DUPONT 302 239 
809 8l. 5 HELENA 298 281 
8l() Fl9? "'iOR TH ST AR 296 169 
All 8"\4 AMESVILLE 295 255 
812 804 CECIL 29'> 288 
91~ ~3l BERKfY 294 257 
814 87'1 LEWISVILLE 294 193 
81 I) 819 LUDLOW FALLS 292 273 
Bt6 792 ~ARPSTFR 2Ql 302 
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TABLE 5. CONTlf\JUED OHlfJ 
RANK RANK NAME POPULATION POPULATION 
70 6" 197~ 1960 
'31 7 796 UNIOPOLIS 291 298 
818 a2g CH~TFIELD 291 263 
819 76? WEST FLKTON 291 345 
820 a, ., RUSHVtLLF. 289 283 
821 841 OSGOOD 289 21tl 
8?.? 81(' ~LJOMINGDf\LE 289 284 
8?'l 767 ATYALIA 2a1 341 
824 ao1 FVlRID" ?85 290 
825 9()6 wR fl'J 282 287 
826 8~1 Jf f\JE RA 282 272 
827 7;g $3 wurmsrncK ?Bl 310 
~?.8 7qc; BUCKLA!\JD 281 300 
829 781 HI LL S ANO DALES 280 320 
930 0·r,., BUR.KFTTSVlllf 279 290 
~31 757 1-i.l\~GlNG POCK 278 352 
8'32 8:2" 00,.,,NELSVILLE 278 273 
8".\3 8"' ~ NORTH ROBINSON ?. 77 289 
8'4 8~9 CtJS TAR ?77 240 
g-.,5 797 ROSSBURG ?. 75 295 
~n6 goc; ZANESFIELD 272 288 
937 9:?~ PARR AL 271 268 
8~8 aoq LATTY 269 286 
~'l9 1?~ LlRAr-..GEVIllf 268 397 
~4() 784 MACKSBURG 266 314 
841 ~11 GLl:NMONT 266 283 
1342 817 CHESTERVILLE 264 275 
q4'} 81'7 MO'lTEZUMf\ .~60 287 
844 791 UNIONVILLE CENTER ?. 55 305 
84'5 84~ CLOVERDALE ? 53 217 
R46 866 KFTTLERSVILLE' 2 52 209 
847 8 c;q KJMROLTON 247 218 
848 8"3 ~ PALEST INF 246 257 
849 8V> Ml I L TON C EN T f R ?44 251 
850 8?7 HIGHLAND 243 265 
851 825 MOUNT EATON 242 2t>5 
8'5? 8?9 LOCKINGTON 242 263 
R '53 818 LfARBO~ VlEW ?JS 273 
854 q5l '1AP T INS~URG 234 228 
855. 8~9 RA~OEN 232 250 
81)6 857 GRATI'1T ~ ~2 222 
857 826 GORDON 2 '32 265 
858 844 HAVILAND ?Jl 235 
~59 8~~ OAqBYVILLf zzq 213 
860 862 FUL TO"IHAM 228 213 
861 f) RRICE 228 0 
86? 877 ZOAP 228 191 
86'3 82' LAKELINE 223 269 
864 864 DLEflSANT PLAIN 22~ 212 
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TABLE 5. CONTINUEO OHi '.) 
RANK RANK NAr-cE POP ULA Tl ON POPULATION 
70 6'1 l 9 70 1960 
R65 84') BURGOON 2?1 243 
866 8'>8 LEESVILLE 2 21 287 
867 847 NASHVILLE 221 234 
868 94q CLIFTON 216 230 
q(,q 861 MIFFLIN 215 216 
870 861"1 REMINDERVILLE 215 217 
871 87~ WEST MILLGROVE ?.15 196 
872 8.50 SPART A :? l '3 228 
87'3 867 GILBOA 212 207 
874 854 ROCHESTER 210 226 
875 qqc; S'lUTH SALE~ ?. 09 180 
876 ec; q MILLF.DGEVILLF 207 222 
877 905 MILLER CTTY 206 149 
878 88f'\ CONGRFS~ 205 186 
879 78 ".\ JERUSALFM ?05 317 
88!') 856 RUTLFRVILLE 204 224 
881 870 VENfDOCI!\ 202 200 
882 88? PATTERSON 201 184 
883 Cl 5? HEMLOC'<. 199 227 
884 887 WEST ~USHVILLF. 1 99 174 
895 886 PLAINFIELD 183 178 
886 9q7 SARAHSVILLE t 81 164 
887 r:pg 1-JILKESVILLE 181 190 
888 896 NEVILLE l 79 164 
8R9 969 SINKING SPR I f\JG 1 78 202 
890 A94 KIRBY 178 166 
891 872 DEXTER C ITV l 79 197 
892 94'l OTll'IAY l 77 235 
993 97q GLFNF!l~D 1 77 190 
~94 99q MUTUAL 1 77 163 
qq5 R81 CHFRt<.Y ~OkK 1 76 185 
896 qqn KEllfYS ISLl\ND l 75 171 
qq7 0 CHILO 1 74 0 
q98 907 NEW WESTOr..J 174 146 
899 qq3 ADAMSVILLE 174 167 
91")0 Bl~ MEYFRS LAKE 1 7'3 282 
901 q7(, GANN 1 72 191 
90? 855 STONE CREEK 1 71 226 
903 874 NORWICH l 63 193 
qo4 901) BLAKESLEE 16~ 156 
9 t)S} q~z ITHACA 161 153 
906 868 CHl\MBER~RURG 156 205 
907 ·901 BROUGHTON ! 55 153 . 
908 989 MARSEILLES 155 171 
909 iaqs SALESVILLF 154 173 
CJlO 884 YORKSHIRE 151 182 
911 891 CAST INF. 150 169 
91'2 90':\ NEw BAVARIA l 49 153 
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TABLE s;. CONTINUED OHIO 
RANK RA~K NA"1E POPULATION POPULATION 
70 ,,~ 1970 l9oO 
Ql~ A99 BATESVILLE 148 160 
q14 qn4 ST MA~TIN 148 152 qp; 7l5 LINNDALE 145 381 
916 9!JQ SU~M ITVI LLF 143 144 
917 91')8 NELLIE l 40 145 
918 ea; Bl\I~OSTJWN 1 38 182 
919 7c:;4 PUT-111.4-RAY 115 357 
920 919 WI l S fJ~ 131 90 
921 'H4 STAFFORD 120 113 
9?2 n SUGAR RUSH KNOLLS 119 0 
Q?':\ ~17 CE:NTREVJllf l l 4 251 
9'!4 q,5 ANT !OCH 112 110 
9?.5 ~q-; FAIRVIEW 110 166 
Q26 91C LOWER SALEM l (}~ 141 
927 en 8 NEW ROME 104 94 
928 91? GRAY S VI Lt. E 97 127 
929 917 OCTA 96 95 
910 q}6 JACK SO~AlJRGH 92 100 
931 911 DFERSVILLE 91 136 
93~ 90b RO~E 90 149 
91~ 920 FLGJN 89 80 
934 871 RENDVILLE 82 197 
935 q 11 MILTONSBURG !>8 116 
916 9?1 YANKEE LAKF 43 42 
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TABLE 6. INCORPORATED PLACfS J"J OHIO 
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1TABLF 7. PERCENT CHANGE OF INCORPORATEU PLACES IN OHIO 
ARRANGED RY COUNTIES l961-7n 
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TABLE 7. CONTINUED OHlf') 
COUNTY AND PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
1970 1960 60-70 
ATHENS 
COUNTY 54889 46998 16.8 
ALBANY 899 629 42.9 
AMESVILLE 295 255 15.7 
ATHENS 23310 16470 41.5 
BUCHTEL 592 499 18.6 
CHAUNCFY 1117 996 12.l 
COOLVILLE 672 443 51.7 
GLOUSTER 2121 2255 
-5.9 
JACKSONVILLE r;4c; 580 -6.0 
NELSOf\IVILLF 4912 4834 -.5 
TRIMBLE 542 481 12.1 
AUGLAIZE 
COUNTY 1~602 36147 6.8 
BUCKLAND ?Rt 300 -6.3 
CRIDERSVILLE 110~ 1053 4.7 
A1INSTER ?405 2193 9.7 
NEW BRFMP.J 2185 1972 10.8 
NfW KNOXVlllF 852 792 7.6 
ST MARYS 7699 7737 -.5 
UNIOPOLIS ?91 298 -Z.3 
WAPAKONETA 7324 0756 8.4 
WAYNE SF I EU) 704 765 
-8.0 
8EU40NT 
COUNTY 80917 83864 
-3.5 
BARNESVILLE 4292 4425 -3.0 
BELLAIRE 965c:; 11502 -16.l 
BELMONT 606 563 18.3 
BETHESDA 1.1·5 7 1178 
-1.a 
BRIDGFPORT 3'}01 3824 
-21.s 
BROOKSIDE 919 831 13.0 
FLUSHING 1207 1189 1.5 
HOLLOWAY 488. 541 -9.8 
MARTINS FERRY 11)7"57 11919 -9.7 
MORRIS TOW~ ~85 ~96 
-z.a 
POWHATAN PflJt\lT 2167 2147 .9 
ST CLAIRSVILLF 4754 3865 23.0 
SHADYSIDE 507() 5028 .a 
BROWN 
COUNTY ?66~5 25178 5.8 
l\BERDEEN l 1'65 774 50.5 
FAYETTEVILLE 415 389 6.7 
GEORGETOWN 2949 2674 10.3 
HAMERSVILLE 567 524 a.2 
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TABLE 7. CONTINUED OHIO 
CJUNTY AND PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
lq7(' 1960 60-70 
HIGGINSPORT -'3.8 ~ 412 -1.0 
MOUNT O~AB 1306 1058 23.4 
RIPLEY 274'5 2174 26.3 
RUSSELLVILLE 39q 412 
-3.2 
ST MARTIN 148 152 -2.6 
SARDINIA 8?4 799 '3. l 
BUTLER 
COUNTY ?26207 l 99076 13.6 
FAIRFIELD l 4681') 9734 50.8 
HAMIL TON 67865 72354 -6.2 
JACKSONBURGH q2 100 -e.o 
MIDDLETOWN 48767 42115 15.8 
MILLVILLE 697 676 3.l 
MONROE 1492 1475 136.7 
NEW MIAMI 327~ 2360 38.7 
OXFORD ! 5868 7828 102.7 
SEVEN MILE 699 690 1.3 
SOMERVILLE 388 478 
-18.8 
TRENTON 5278 ~064 72.3 
CARROLL 
COUNTY 21579 20857 3.5 
CARROLL TON ?.81 7 2786 1.1 
DELLROY 361 391 -1.2 
LEESVILLE ~2·1 287 
-23.0 
MALVERN 1256 1320 -4.8 
SHERROOSVILLF 400 480 
-16.7 
CHAMPA tGN 
COUNTY ~04q1 29714 2.6 
CHRISTIANSBURG 
.·124 788 -8.l 
MECHANICSBURG lf,86 1810 -6.9 
MUTUAL 177 163 8.6 
NORTH LEWISBURG 840 879 
-4.4 
ST PARIS 1646' 1460 12.7 
URBANA 112'37 10461 7.4 
WOODSTOCK ?81 310 -9.4 
CLARK 
COUNTY 15 711 5 131440 19.5 
CATAWBA ' 323 '355 
-9.0 
DONNELSVILLE 278 273 1.e 
ENON 1929 1227 57.2 
LAWRENCEVILLF ·687 252 172.6 
NEW CARLISLE 6112 ~107 48.8 
NORT.H HAMPTON 489 495 
-1.2 
SOUTH CHARLESTON 1500 1505 -.3 
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TASLE 7. CONTINUFO OHIO 
COUNTY AND PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
19!" 1960 60-70 
SPRINGFIELD 81Q26 82723 
-1.0 
TREMONT CITY 426 414 2.9 
VIENNA 545 440 23.9 
CLERMONT 
COUNTY 957215 80530 18.9 
AMELIA 8?() 913 -10.2 
BATAVIA 18q4 1729 9.5 
BETHEL 2214 2019 9.7 
CHILO 174 0 .o 
FELICITY 786 878 -10.5 
MILFORD 4828 41'31 16.9 
MOSCOW 348 438 
-20.5 
NEVILLE 179 164 9.1 
NEW RICHMOND ?650 2834 
-6.5 
NEWTONSVILLE= 385 339 13.6 
OWENSVILLE 7')7 609 16.l 
WILLIAMSBURG 2 ')5 4 1956 5.0 
CLINTON 
COUNTY ~1464 30004 4.9 
BLANCHESTER ~()80 2944 4.6 
CLARKSVILLE 574 583 -1.5 
"ARTINSVILLE 500 488 2.5 
MIDLAND 3-88 367 5.7 
NEW VIENNA A49 858 
-1.0 
PORT WILLIAM ":\?3 360 
-10.3 
SABI NA ·2160 2313 -6.6 
WILMINGTON 10051 8915 12.7 
COLUMBIANA 
COUNTY 1(18310 107004 1.2 
COLUMBIANA 4959 4164 19.1 
EAST LIVERPOnL 20021 22306 -10.2 
EAST PALESTINE 561)4 5232 1.1 
HANOVERTON 483 442 9.3 
LEETONIA 2342 2543 -7.9 
LtSBON 3521 3579 
-1.6 
NEW WATERFnRD 735 711 3.4 
ROGERS 310 295 5.1 
SALEM l 4186 138'54 2.4 
SALINEVILLE 1686 1898 
-11.2 
SUMMITVILLE -~-4 '3 144 -.7 
WA SHI NGTONV I LL E . . 747 810 
-7.8 
WELLSVILLE 'i89l 7117 
-11.2 
TABLE 7. CONTINUED OHin 




















































































































































































TABLE 7. CONTil\IUED OHIO 
COUNTY AND PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
l 970 1960 60-70 
LI"INDALE t 4r; 381 -61.9 
LYNDHURST 1q749 16805 17.5 
MAPLE HEIGHTS ~4093 316~7 1.1 
MAYFIELD 354.3 1977 79.5 
MAYFIELD HEIGHTS 22139 ll478 64.3 
MIDDLEBURG HEIGHTS 12367 7282 69.8 
MORELAND HILLS 3000 2188 37.1 
NEWBURGH HEIGHTS 3196 3512 
-3.3 
NORTH OLMSTf D 34861 162 9() 114.0 
NORTH RANDALL 1212 688 76.2 
NORTH ROYALTON 12807 9290 37.9 
OAKWOOD ~127 3283 -4.8 
OLMSTED FALLS 251')4 2144 16.8 
ORANGE 2112 2006 5.3 
PARMA lfl0216 82845 21.0 
PARMA HEIGHTS '.'7192 18100 50.2 
PEPPER PIKE 5933 3217 84.4 
RICHMOND HEIG~TS 9221) 5068 81.9 
ROCKY RIVER 22958 18097 26.9 
SEVEN HILLS 1270(1 5708 122.5 
SHAKER HEIGHTS 36'.'06 36460 
-.4 
SOLON 11519 6333 81.9 
SOUTH EUCLID ?9579 27569 7.3 
STRONGSVILLE 15182 8504 78.5 
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS l 7C55 16641 2.5 
VALLEY VIFW 14.22 1221 16.5 
WALTON HILLS 2508 1776 41.2 
WARR ENSV Ill E Hf IGHTS 18925 10609 78.4 
WESTLAKE l.568q 12906 21.6 
WEST VIEW 2523 1303 93.6 
WOODMERE 976 398 145.2 
DARKE 
COUNTV 49141 45612 1.1 
ANSONIA l044 1002 4.2 
ARCANUM , qq '3 1678 18.8 
CASTINE 1 50 169 -11.2 
GETTYSBURG 526 443 18.7 
GORDON 232 265 -12.5 
GREENVILLE 12380 10585 17.0 
HOLLANSBURG '364 311 17.0 
ITHACA 161 153 5.2 
NEW MADISON qc;q 910 5.4 
NEW WESTON 174 146 19.2 
NOR.TH STAR 296 169 15.l 
OSGOOD 28Q 241 19.9 
PALESTINE 246 251 
-4.3 
PITSBURG 462 394 17.3 
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TABLE 7. CONTINUEn OHIO 
COUNTY ANO PLACF POPULATION POPULATION CtiANGE 
1970 1960 60-70 
ROSSBUR<J ?75 295 -6.8 
UNION CITY l 808 1657 <J.l 
VERSAILLFS 2441 2159 13.1 
YORKSHIRE 151 182 -11.0 
DEFIANCE 
COUNTY 36949 31508 17.3 
DEFIANCE l 6?'H 14553 11.9 
HICKSVILLE ~46\ 3116 11.1 
NFY 'l, 78 338 11.8 
SHERWOOD 7q4 578 35.6 
DELAWARE 
COUNTY 429<H~ 36107 18.8 
ASHLEY 11')14 907 14.0 
DEL4WARE 15008 13282 13.0 
GAL ENA 361 411 -12.2 
OSTRANDER 199 438 -8.9 
POWELL 374 390 -4.l 
SHAWNEE HILLS 428 '394 8.6 
SUNBURY 2512 1360 84.7 
ERIE 
COUNTY 75909 68000 11.6 
BAY VIEW 798 802 - • i; 
BERLIN HEIGHTC) 8?'8 721 14.8 
CAST AL I A 1045 954 9.5 
HURON 6896 5197 32.7 
KELLEYS ISLAND 175 171 2.3 
MILAN 1405 1309 7.3 
SANDUSKY 32674 31989 2.1 
VERMILION 9872 4785 106.3 
FAIRFIELD 
COUNTY 7~301 63951 14.6 
AMANDA 788' 732 1.1 
BALTIMORE 2418 2116 14.3 
BRE~EN 1413 1417 -.3 
CARROLL 614 44t+ 38.3 
LANCASTER ~2(;H 1 29916 10.0 
LITHOPOLIS 70'l 411 71.5 
MILLERSPORT 777 752 3.3 
PICKERINGTON 696 634 9.8 
PLEASANTVILLE 7s;,4 741 1.8 
RUSHVILLE :t' 89 283 2.1 
STOUTSVILLE 571 0 .o 
SUGAR GROVE 469 479 -2.1 
THURSTON 428 429 -.2 
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TABLE 7. CONTINUED OHIO 
COUNTY ANO PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
197r 1960 60-70 
WEST RUSHVILLE 'l~9 174 ij. 6 
FAYETTE 
COUNTY ?5461 24775 2.8 
BLOOMINGBURG 9q') 719 24.5 
JEFFERSONVILLE 1031 897 14.9 
MILLEDGEVILLE 207 222 -6.8 
OCTA CJ6 qs l.l 
WASHINGTON 1 2495 12388 .9 
FRANKLIN 
COUNTY 333249 682962 22.0 
BEXLEY 14888 l43lq 4.0 
BRICE 22 A 0 .o 
CANAL WINCHESTER 2412 1976 22.1 
COLUMBUS c;J9677 471316 14.5 
OAR BYOAL f. 743 740 .4 
DUBLIN 681 552 23.4 
GAHANNA 12400 2717 356.4 
GRA~DVIFW HFIGHTS 846'J 8270 2.3 
GROVE CITY 13911 8107 71.6 
GROVEPORT 2490 2043 21.9 
HARRISBURG 556 359 54.9 
HILL I ARO 8369 5633 48.6 
LOCKBOURNE 421') 460 -a.1 
MARBLE CLIFF 6 7_6 622 8.7 
MINERVA PARK 14"02 1169 19.9 
NEW ALBANY 513 307 67.1 
NEW ROME 1n4 94 10.6 
OBETZ "2?48 1984 13.3 
REYNOLDSBURG l3Q21 7793 78.6 
RIVERLEA 5.5 8 625 -10.1 
UPPER ARLINGTOl\j 38630 2'J486 35.6 
URBANCREST 754 1029 -26.7 
VALLEY VIEW "909 790 15.l 
WESTERVILLE 12530 7011 78.7 
WHITEHALL 752~3 20818 21.4 
WORTHINGTON 15~26 9239 65.9 
FULTON 
COUNTY 1"3071 zq301 12.9 
ARCHBOLD 3047 2348 29.8 
DELTA 2544 2376 7.1 
FAYETTE 1175 1090 7.8 
LYONS 6 '31) 590 6.8 
METAMORA s:;q4 598 -.7 
SWANTON 2Q~7 2306 26.9 
WAUSf ON 4Q'~ 4311 14.4 
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COUNTY AND PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANbE 
l<HO 1960 60-70 
GALLIA 
COUNTY :'521q 26120 
-3.4 
CENTREVILLF 114 251 
-54.6 
CHAMBERSBURG 1 '56 205 
-23.9 
CHESHIRE ~1 i:; 369 -14.6 
CROWN CITY 171 32 3 14.9 
GALLIPOLIS 7490 8775 -14.6 
RIO GRANDE FP.4 333 144.4 
VINTON '3 r:; 2 374 
-5.9 
GEAUGA 
COUNTY 6?977 47573 32.4 
AQUILLA 389 459 -15.3 
BURTON 1214 1035 11.9 
CHARDON 3991 3154 26.5 
MIDDLEFIELD 1 7?6 1467 17.7 
SOUTH RUSSELL 2673 1276 109.5 
GREENE 
COUNTY !?5057 94642 32.l 
BELLBROOK 1268 941 34.8 
BOWERSVILLF 358 327 9.5 
CEDARVILLE 2·142 l 702 37.6 
CLIFTON 216 230 -6.l 
FAIRBORN 122~7 19453 65.9 
JAMESTO~N 11cic l 730 3.5 
SPRING VALLEY 667 678 
-1.6 
XENIA ?5171 20445 24.1 
YELLOW SPRINGS 4624 4167 11.0 
GUERNSEY 
COUNTY 17665 38579 -2.4 
BYESVILLE 2097 2447 -14.3 
CAMBRIDGE i1656 14562 -6.2 
CUMBERLAND 463' 493 -6.l 
FAIRVIEW 110 166 -33.7 
KIMBOLTON 247 218 13.3 
LORE C ITV 401 458 -12.4 
PLEASANT CITY 4q4 491 .6 QUAKER C ITV sin 583 -12.5 
SALESVILLE l54 173 -11.0 
SENECAVILLE 4'H 575 -13.6 
OLD WASHINGTON ~46 369 -6.2 
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COUNTY ANO PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
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HAMJ l TON 
COUNTY q24018 864121 6.9 
ADDYSTO~ 1'3~6 1376 -2.9 
AMBERLEY 5574 2951 88.9 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 1476 1355 8.9 
BLUE ASH 8324 8341 -.2 
CHEVIOT 111~5 10701 4.1 
CINCINNATI 4525?4 502550 -10.0 
CLEVES 2044 2076 -1.5 
DEER PARK 7415 8423 -12.0 
ELMWOOD PL~CE 3525 3813 -7.6 
EVENDALE 1967 773 154.5 
FAt~FAX ?705 2430 11.3 
FOREST PARK 15139 0 .o 
GLENDALE 2690 2823 -4.7 
GOLF MANOR 5171) 4648 11.2 
GREENHILLS 6oqz 5407 12.7 
HARRISON 4408 1878 13.7 
INOIAN HILL 5651 4526 24.9 
LINCOLN HEIGHTS 6099 7798 
-21.8 
LOCKLAND 52R8 5292 -.1 
MADEIRA 67!3 6744 -.5 
MARIEMONT 4540 412!> 10.2 
MONTGOMERY 5'68~ 3075 8't.8 
MOUNT HEALTHY 7446 655'3 13.6 
NEWTOWN 2047 1750 17 .o 
NORTH BEND 638 622 2.6 
NORTH COLLEGE HI LL 123-61 12035 2.1 
NORWOOD 30420 34580 -12.0 
READING 14301 12832 11.5 
ST 8ERNARD 6('90 6778 -10.3 
SHARONVILLE 1 ()q05 3890 182.4 
SILVERTON 6588 6682 -1.4 
SPRINGDALE ~127 3556 128.5 
TERRACE PARK 2266, 2023 12.0 
WOODtAWN '3251 ~007 8.1 
WYOMING crnaq 7736 17.5 
LOVEIAND 7144 5008 42. 7 
HANCOCK 
COUNTY 6t?l7 53686 llt.O 
ARCADIA 68q 610 13.0 
ARLINGTON 1066 ' 955 11.6 
BENTON RIDGE 329 325 1.2 
FINDLAY is.eoo 30344 18.0 
JENERA 2~2 272 3.7 
MC COMB 1'329 1176 13.0 
MOUNT BLANCHARD 471 432 9.5 
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COUNTY AND PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
19 7 0 1960 60-70 
MOUNT CORY ~02 301 .3 
RAWSON 466 407 14.5 
VAN BUREN '!9 374 -14.7 
VANLUE 539 386 39.6 
HARDIN 
COUNTY 3oq1, 29633 4.0 
ADA 51")9 3918 35.5 
ALGER 1071 1068 .3 
DUNKIRK 1036 1006 3.0 
FOREST 1515 1314 16.8 
KENTON 8315 8747 -4.9 
MCGUFFEY 704 647 a.a 
MOUNT VICTORY 633 598 5.9 
PATTERSON 201 184 9.2 
RIDGEWAY 379 448 
-15.4 
HARRISON 
COUNTY 1 701 3 17995 -5.5 
BOWERSTON 479 463 3.5 
CADIZ 3C6'..l '3259 -6.l 
DEERSVILLE 91 136 -33.l 
FREEPORT 490 503 
-2.6 
HARRISVILLE 345 343 .6 
HOPEDALE ql6 <1]2 
-1.7 
JEWETT 901 925 
-2.6 
NEW ATHENS 450 472 -4.7 
SCIO 1on2 1135 -11.1 
HENRY 
COUNTY 27058 25392 6.6 
DESHLER. 1~38 1824 6.3 
FLORIDA 285 290 -1.7 
HAMLER . 681 588 15.8 
HOLGATE 1541 1374 12.2 
LIBERTY CENT ER 1007' 867 16.l 
MCCLURE 699 651 7.4 
MALINTA 3q1 339 15.3 
NAPOLEON 7791 6739 15.6 
NEW BAVARIA 14q 153 -2.6 
HIGHLAND 
COUNTY 28996. 29716 -2.4 
GREENFIELD 4780 5422 
-11.a 
HIGHLAND :.243 265 -8.3 
.HILLSBORO 5584 5474 z.o 
LEESBURG 984 932 5.6 
LYNCHBURG 1186 1022 16.0 
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TABLE 7. CONTINUEO fJHIO 
COUNTY ANO PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
1970 1960 60-70 
MOWRYSTOWN 46'5 416 11.8 
SINKING SPRING 178 202 -11.9 
HOCKING 
COUNTY ?<13?2 2'llb8 .8 
LAURELVILLF: 624 539 15.8 
LOGAN 626q 6417 -2.3 
MURRAY CITY t:;62 ' 717 
-21.6 
HOLMES 
COUNTY ?'.:\024 21591 6.6 
GLENMONT 266 283 -~.o 
HOLMESVILLE 412 422 -2.4 
KILLBUCK 0q1 865 3.2 
MILLERSBURG zq1q 3101 -3.9 
NASHVILLE 221 234 -5.6 
HURON 
COUNTY 49587 47326 4.8 
BELLEVUE 86f'l4 8286 3.8 
GREENWICH 14 73 1371 7.4 
MONROEVILLE l45S 1371 6.1 
NEW LONDON 2'.\16 2392 -2.1 
NORTH FAIRFIFLO '540 547 -1.3 
NORWALK 13186 12900 3.8 
WAKEMAN 82? 728 12.9 
WILLARD 5510 5457 1.0 
JACKSON 
COUNTY 27174 29372 -7.5 
COALTON 550 648 -15.1 
JACKSON ·6'B43 6980 -2.0 
OAK HILL 1642 l 748 -6.l 
WELLSTON 5410 5728 -5.6 
JEFFERSON 
COUNTY 96193 qqzo1 
-3.0 
ADENA 1134 1317 -13.9 
AMSTERDAM 882 931 -5.3 
BERGHOLZ 914 955 -4.3 
BLOOMINGDALE 289 284 1.8 
BRILLIANT ?178 2174 .2 
DILLONVALE 1095 1232 -11.1 
EMPIRE 491 551 -10.9 
IRONDALE 602 705 -14.6 
MINGO JUNCTION 5278 4987 5.8 
MOUNT PLEASAl'H 635 656 -3.2 
NEW Al EX ANl)R t A 425 396 7.3 
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COUNTY ANO PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
1970 1960 60-70 
RAYLAND 6.'i 7 694 
-11.1 
RICHMOND 777 728 6.7 
SMITHFIELD 1245 1312 -5.l 
STEUBENVILLE 30771 32495 
-5.3 
STRATTON ~136 311 24.l 
TILTONSVILLE 2123 2454 -13.5 
TORONTO 77')5 7780 -1.0 
WINTERSVILLF. 497.l 3597 36.8 
YORKVILLE 1 6 'l6 1801 -8.l 
KNOX 
COUNTY 41795 38808 1.1 
CENTERBURG 1('~8 963 7.8 
OANV ILLE 1025 926 10.7 
FREDERICKTOWN t 9'35 1531 26.4 
GAMBIER 1571 1148 36.8 
GANN 172 191 -9.9 
MARTINSBUR\.i 2'34 228 2.6 
MOUNT VERNON 11~73 1~284 .1 
LA.KE 
COUNTY 197200 148700 32.6 
EASTLAKE !9690 12467 57.9 
FAIRPORT 3·665 4267 -14.l 
GRANO RIVER 613 477 28.5 
KIRTLAND 5530 0 .o 
KIRTLAND HILLS 452 292 54.8 
LAKELINE 2?1 269 
-11.1 
MADISON . 1678 1347 24.6 
MENTOR ~6912 4354 747.8 
MENTOR' ON THF LAKE ~517 3290 98.l 
NORTH PERRY . 851 658 29.3 
PAINESVILLE 16536 16116 2.6 
PERRY 917 885 3.6 
TIMBERLAKE 964 670 43.9 
W41TE Hill 514' 360 42.8 
WICKLIFFE 21'354 15760 35.5 
WILLOUGHBY 18614 15058 23.7 
WILLOUGHBY HILLS r:\247 4241 23.7 
WILLOWICK 21217 18749 13.3 
LAWRENCE 
COUNTY 56868 55438 Z.6 
ATHALI~ 297 341 -15.8 
CHESAPEAKE iir,4 1396 -2.1 
COAL GROVE 2759 2961 -6.8 
HANGING ROCK 278 352 -21.0 
IRONTON 15010 15745 -4.5 
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COUNTY AND PLl\CE POPULATIO~ POPULATION CHANGE 
1970 1960 60-70 
PROCTORVILLE ~8"81 831 6.0 
SOUTH POINT 224'3 1663 34.9 
LICKING 
COUNTY 107799 . 90242 19.5 
ALEXANDR IA 588 452 30.1 
GRANVILLE 3961 2868 38.2 
GRATIOT 2'32 2ZZ 4.5 
HANOVER 626 267 134.5 
HARTFORD 4i;5 397 14.6 
HEATH 6769 2426 179.0 
HEBRON 1699 126() 34.8 
JOHNSTOWN 3208 2881 11.4 
KIRKERSVILLE 578 417 38.6 
NEWARK 41836 41790 .1 
PATASKALA l8ll 1046 75.0 
ST LOUISVILLE 385 349 10.3 
UTICA l •:p7 1854 6.6 
LOGAN 
COUNTY 35f"l72 34803 .8 
BELLE CENTER 985 949 3.8 
BELLEFONTAINE 11255 11424 -1.5 
OE GRAFF 1117 996 12.1 
HUNTSVILLE 475 511 -1.0 
LAKEVIEW 1026 1008 1.8 QUINCY 686 668 2.7 
RUSHSYLVANIA ~26 601 -.-12.s 
RUSSELLS POINT 1104 1111 -.6 
WEST LIBERTY 1'580 1522 3.8 
WEST MANSFIELD 753 791 -4.8 
ZANESFIELD . 212 288 -5.6 
LORAIN 
COUNTY 2~6843 217500 18.l 
AMHERST 9902· 6750 46.7 
AVON 7214 6('02 20.2 
AVON LAKE 12261 9403 30.4 
ELYRIA 53427 43782 22.0 
GRAFTON 1771 1683 s.2 
KIPTON 353 353 .o 
LAGRANGE 1074 1007 6.7 
LORAIN 78185· 68932 13.4 
NORTH RIDGEVILLE l 3152 8057 63.2 
OBERLIN . 8761 8198 6.9 
ROCHESTER 21 t) 226 -1.1 
SHEFFIELD 1710 1664 4.0 
SHEFFIELD LAKE 87'34 6884 26.9 
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SOUTH AMHE~ST '-q13 1657 75.8 
WELLINGTON 41~7 3599 14.9 
LUCAS 
COUNTY 484170 456931 6.0 
BERKEY 294 257 14.4 
HARBOR VIEW ?38 273 -12.e 
HOLLAND 1108 924 19.9 
MAUMEE 15937 12063 32.l 
OREGON 16'56~ 13319 24.4 
OTTAWA HILLS 4?70 3870 10.3 
SYLVAN I A 120 31 5187 131.9 
TOLEDO '38~81A 318003 20.7 
WATERVILLE 2940 1856 58.4 
WHITEHOUSE 1542 1135 35.9 
MADISON 
COUNTY 28318 26454 7.0 
JEFFERSON 3664 2774 32.l 
LONDON 6481 f>379 1.6 
MIDWAY 11 a 341 -6.7 
MOUNT STERLING 1536 1338 14.8 
PLAIN CITY 22'54 2146 5.0 
SOUTH SOLON .415 414 .2 
MAHONING 
COUNTY 3() 3424 300480 1.0 
BELOIT Q21 877 5.0 
CAMPBELL 12577 13406 -6.2 
CANFIELD 4997 3252 53.7 
CRAIG BEACH 1451 1139 27.4 
~OWELLV ILLE .l.8~6 2055 -10.1 
NEW MIOOLETOW~ 1664 5,00 232.8 
POLAND 3097 2766 12.0 
SEBRING 4q54 4439 11.6 
STRUTHERS l 5~43 15631 -1.s 
VOUNGSTOW!\4 1~9788 166689 -16.l 
MARION' 
COUNTY 64724 60221 7.5 
CALEDONIA 792 673 17.7 
GREEN CAMP 537 492 9.1 
LA RUE 867 842 1.0 
MARTON "'.\0646 37079 4.2 
MORRAL :,452 493 
-8.3 
NEW BLOOMINGTON 343 ~68 -6.8 
PROSPECT 1 n31 1067 -3.4 
WALDO 42~ 374 14.4 
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COUNTY AND PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
197(' 1960 60-70 
MEDINA 
COUNTY A2717 65315 26.6 
BRIARWOOD BEACH 508 359 41.5 
BRUNSWICK 15852 11 725 35.2 
CHIPPEWA-ON THF-LAKf 341 210 62.4 
GLORIA GLE~S PARK 3 '32 234 41.9 
LEROY 715 504 41.9 
LOOI ?399 2213 8.4 
MEDINA lOQ13 8235 32.5 
SEVILLE 1402 1190 17.8 
SPENCER 7c:;9 742 2.2 
WADSWORTH 13142 10635 23.6 
~EIGS 
COUNTY 19799 22159 -10.1 
MIDDLEPORT 2784 3373 
-17.5 
POMEROY 2672 3345 
-20.1 
RACINE i:;a ~ 499 16.8 
RUTLAND 663 687 
-3.5 
SYRACUSE 684 731 -6.4 
MERCER 
COUNTY .':\5265 32559 B.3 
BURKETTSVILLE 279 290 -3.8 
CELINA 777.9 7659 1.6 
CHICKASAW 1~6 275 18.5 
COLDWATER '3533 2766 27.7 
FORT RECOVERY . l :_:\48 1336 .9 
MENDON 672 663 1.4 
MONTEZUMA 260 287 -9.4 
ROCKFORD 1207 1155 4.5 
ST HENRY 1276 978 30. 5 
MIAMI 
COUNTY 84342. 72901 15.7 
BRADFORD 216':\ 2148 .1 
CASSTOWN 180 366 3.8 
COVINGTON 257'i 2473 4.1 
FLETCHER 539 569 -5.3 
LAURA 464 526 -11.e 
LUDLOW FALLS 292 273 1.0 
PIQUA ?fl741 19219 7.9 
PLEASANT HILL 1025 1060 
-3.3 
POTSDAM .. ,11 282 10.3 
TIPP CITY 5090 4267 19.3 
TROY , 7186 13685 25.6 
WEST MIL TOl\I 36q6 2972 24.4 
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MONROE 
COUNTY 157~9 15268 3.1 
ANTIOCH 112 110 1.8 
BEALLSVILLE 452 441 2.5 
CLARINGTJN 318 394 
-14.2 
GRAYSVILLE 97 127 -23.6 
JERUSALEM 205 317 -35.3 
LEWISVILLF: 2CJ4 193 52.3 
MILTONSBURG 68 116 -41.4 
STAFF ORO 120 11~ 6.2 
WILSON 1 " 3 90 47.8 WOODSFIELD '3239 2956 9.6 
MONTGOMERY 
COUNTY '>()6148 527080 15.0 
BROOKVILLE 44~ l 3184 38.3 
CENTERl/ILLF 1 rn~~ 3490 196.l 
CLAYTON 771 550 40.5 
DAYTON 24"3601 262332 
-7.l 
ENGLEWOOD 7885 1515 420.5 
F ARMER S V l LL E 865 797 8.5 
GERMANTOWN 41"188 3399 20.3 
KFTTERING 69599 54462 27.8 
MIAMISBURG 14797 9893 49.6 
MORAINE 489.8 2262 116.5 
NEW LEBANON 42"48 1459 191. 2 
OAKWOOD CITY 10095 10493 
-3.8 
PHILLIPSBURG 831 715 16.2 
RIVERSIDE . 447 259 72.6 
TROTWOOD 6997 4992 40.2 
UNION 3654 1072 240.9 
VANDALIA 1 r5796 6342 10.2 
WEST CARROLLTD'J 1 0748 4749 126.3 
MORGAN 
COUNTY 12175 12747 
-2.9 
CHESTERHILL 3':>1 876 -58.8 
MC CONNELSVILLE 211)7 2257 -6.6 
MALTA l 01 7 983 3.5 
STOCKPORT 471 458 2.0 
MORROW 
COUNTY 71348 19405 10.0 
CARDINGTON l-7~0 1613 7.3 
CHESTER.VILLE 264 275 -4.0 
EDISON 56q 559 l.8 
FULTON 377 292 29.l 
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COUNTY AND PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
1970 1q60 60-70 
MARENGO -,-:s 10 321 Z.8 
MOUNT GILEAD 2971 278~ 6.6 
·SPARTA 211 228 -6.6 
MUSKINGUM 
COUNTY 77826 79159 
-1.7 
ADAMSVILLE 174 167 4.2 
DRESDEN 1i;16 1338 1 3 • 3 
FRAZEYSBURG 941 842 11. 8 
NEW CONCORD 2~18 2127 9.0 
NORWICH 11:> '.l 193 -15.5 
PHILO 846 913 -7.3 
ROSEVILLE 1 767 1749 1.0 
SOUTH ZANESVILLE 1436 1557 
-7.8 
FULTONHA~ 228 213 1.0 
ZANESVILLE ~'3045 39077 
-15.4 
NOBLE 
COUNTY 10428 10982 -5.0 
BATESVILLE 148 160 
-7.5 
BELLE VALLEY 393 438 -10.1 
CALOWELL 2()82 1999 4.2 
DEXTER CITY 178 197 -9.6 
SARAHSVILLE .t 81 164 10.4 
SUMMERFIELO '306 152 -13.l 
OTTAWA 
COUNTY 3 7099 35323 5.0 
CLAY CENTE~ '370 446 
-17.0 
F.LMORE 1316 1302 1.1 
GENOA 2119 1957 9.3 
MARBLEHEAD .· 126 858 -15.4 
OAK HARBOR 2807 2903 -3.3 
PORT CLINTDN 7202 b810 4.8 
PUT-JN-BAY l '3 5 357 -62.2 
ROCKY RIDGE 185• 441 
-12.1 
PAULDING 
COUNTY '9329 16792 15.1 
ANTWERP 171" 1465 18.4 
BROUGHTON 155 153 1.3 
CECIL 295 288 2.4 
GROVER HILL 53,, 547 -2.0 
HAVILAND 231 235 -1.7 
LATTY ;269 286 -5.9 
MELROSE 302 260 16.2 
OAKWOOD 804 686 17.2 
PAULDING 298~ 2936 l.b 
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PAYNE 1151 1287 s.o 
PERRY 
COUNTY ~74~4 27864 
-1.5 
CO~NING 838 1065 -21.3 
CROOKSVILLE 28?8 2958 -4.4 
GLENFORD 177 190 -6.8 
HEMLOCK 1qq 221 
-12.3 
JUNCTION CITY 7~2 763 
-4.l 
NEW LEXINGTON 4921 4514 9.0 
NEW S TR A IT S V I L L E q47 1019 -7.l 
RENDVILLE 82 197 -58.4 
SHAWNEE 914 1000 -8.6 
SOMERSET 1417 1361 4.1 
THORNVILLE 679 521 30. 3 
PICKAWAY 
COUNTY 40('71 35855 11.8 
ASH\llLLE 1772 1639 a.1 
CIRCLEVILLE 11687 11059 5.7 
COMMERCIAL POINT 320 308 3.9 
DARBYVILLE 2?9 213 7.5 
NEW HOLLAND 7q6 798 -.3 
ORIENT ·313 310 l.O 
SOUTH BLOOMFIELD 610 424 43.9 
TARLTON 't l 2 377 9.3 
WILLIAMSPORT 857 840 2.0 
PIKE 
COUNTY 19114 19380 -1.4 
BEAVER 'H7 '341 -1.0 
PIKETON 1~47 1244 8.3 
WAVERLY 4858 1830 26.8 
PORTAGE 
COUNTY 125869' 91798 37.l 
AURORA 6'549 4049 61.7 
BRADY LAKE 450 544 
-17.3 
GARRETTSVILLE 1718 1662 3.4 
HIRAM 1484 1011 46.8 
KENT 2818~ 17836 58.0 
MANTUA 1199 1194 .4 
RAVENNA 11780 10918 7.9 
STREETS~flRO 7966 0 .o 
SUGAR BUSH KNOLLS ;'11 9 0 .o 
WINDHAM '3360 3111 
-11.0 
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TABLE 7. CONTINUED OHIO 
COUNTY ANO PLACt POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
1970 1960 60-70 
PREBLE 
COUNTY ~4719 32498 6.8 
CAMDEN l507 1108 15.2 
COLLEGE CORNER 408 439 
-1.1 
EATON 6020 5034 19.6 
ELDORADO 483 449 7.6 
G~ATIS 621 586 6.0 
LEWISBURG 155~ 1415 9.8 
NEW PARIS 1692 1679 .8 
VERONA 59~ 527 12.5 
WEST Al E XANDP, I A ! 5'5 l 1524 1.9 
WEST ELKTO~ 291 345 
-15.7 
WEST MANCHESTER 469 4oO 2.0 
PUTNAM 
COUNTY 11134 28331 <J.9 
BELMORE 319 232 37.5 
CLOVERDALE ?.5~ 237 6.8 
COLUMBUS GROVE 2290 2104 8.8 
CONT I NF NT 1'L 1185 1147 3.3 
OU PONT 302 239 26.4 
FORT JENNINGS 533 436 22.2 
GILBOA ,212 207 2.4 
GLANDORF 7'32 747 
-z.o 
KALIDA 91Jf" 705 21.1 
LEIPSIC io12 1802 15.0 
MILLER CITY Z06 149 38.3 
OTTAWA 1622 3245 11.6 
OTTOVILLE 914 793 15.3 
PANDORA 857 782 9.6 
WEST LEIPSIC ' .3 79 320 18.l 
RICHLAND 
COUNTY 129Q97 117761 10.4 
BELLV lLU: 1685 1621 3.9 
BUTLER 10'52 976 7.8 
LEXINGTON 2972 1311 126.7 
LUCAS 771 719 1.2 
MANSFIELD 55047 47325 16.3 
ONTARIO 4345 3049 42.5 
PLYMOUTH ' 1993 1822 9.4 
SHELBY 9847 9106 8.1 
SHILOH 817 724 12.8 
.... 
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TABLE 7. CONTINUED nHIO 
COUNTY AND PLACE PflPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
1.9r'l 1960 60-70 
ROSS 
COUNTY ~1211 61215 -.o 
AOEt,.PHI 41:) c; 441 3.2 
BAINBRIDGE lcc;7 1001 5.6 
CHILLICOTHF ?4842 24957 
-.5 
CLARKSB'JRG 457 438 4.3 
FRANKFORT 949 871 9.0 
KINGSTON 1157 1066 8.5 
SOUTH SALEM 2oq 130 16.l 
SANDUSKY 
COUNTY ~098'.\ 56486 8.0 
BURGOON 221 243 
-9.l 
CLYDE 5503 4826 l~.o 
FREMONT 18490 l 7573 5.2 
GIBSONBURG 2585 2540 1.8 
HELENA 29~ 281 6.0 
LINDSEY 652 581 12.2 
WOODVILLE 18~4 1700 7.9 
SC JOTO 
I COUNTY ?6951 84216 
-8.6 
NEW BOSTON '.\ 325 1984 
-16.5 
OTWAY 177 215 
-24.7 
PORTSMOIJTH 276·3·':\ 31637 
-17.8 
RARDEN '~2 250 -1.z 
SOUTH WEBSTER 82 c; 801 2.1 
SENECA 
COUNTY f,f'l696 59326 2.3 
ATTICA ror,c; 965 4.1 
BETTSVILLE 831 776 7.3 
BLOOMVILLE -A84 836 5.7 
FOSTORIA 160?7 15732 1.9 
GREEN SPRINGS ~ 279 1262 1.3 
NEW RIEGEL 340 349 
-2.6 
REPUBLIC 705 729 
-3.3 
TIFFIN 215q6 21478 .5 
SHELBY 
COUNTY 37748 3.,586 12.4 
ANNA 792 701 13.0 
BOTKINS 1..()5 7 854 23.8 
FORT LORAMIE 744 687 8.3 
JACKSON CE~TER 1119 980 14.2 
KETTLERSVILLE 252 209 20.6 
LOCKINGTON 242 263 -a.o 
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TABLE 7. CO!\ITtNUEO OHIO 
COUNTY ANO PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE 
197"0. 1960 60-70 
PORT JEFFERSON 416 438 
-s.o 
RUSSIA 420 0 .o 
SIDNEY 16132 14663 11.4 
STARK 
COUNTY 172210 340345 9.4 
ALLIANCE 26547 28362 -6.4 
BEACH CITY 1133 1151 -1.6 
BREWSTER 2C20 2025 -.2 
CANAL FULTON 2367 1555 52.2 
CANTON 1lrH''l';3 113631 -3.l 
EAST CANTON 16~1 1521 1.2 
EAST SPARTA 959 961 -.2 
HARTVILLE 175? 1353 29.5 
HILLS ANO DALES 280 320 -12.s 
LIMAVILLE 303 226 34. l 
LOUISVILLE 6298 5116 23.1 
MAGNOLIA 11''64 1596 -33.3 
MASS TLLON ~2519 31236 4.2 
MEYERS LAKE 17~ 282 -38.7 
MINERVA 4359 3833 1'3.7 
N~VARRE lti)7 l691J -5.4 
NORTH CANTON 15.228 1121 97.1 
WAYNESBURG 1137 1442 
-7.3 
WILMOT 178 402 
-6.0 
SUMMIT 
COUNTY 5_5~371 5ll569 7.8 
AKRON' 275425 290351 
-s.1 
BARBERTON ~3052 33805 -2.2 
BOSTON HEIGHTS . ·846 831 1.8 
CLINTON :1315 924 44.5 
CUYAHOGA FALLS 49678 47922 3.7 
FAIRLAWN 6102 0 .o 
HUDSON '39 3.3 2438 61.3 
LAKEMORE 2708 2765 
-2.1 
MACEDONIA 6375 0 .o 
MOGADORE 3858 3851 .2 
MUNROE FALLS .3794 1828 107.5 
NORTHFIELD 1.089 1Cl)5 3.2 
NORTON . l 2308 0 .o 
PENINSULA 69·2 644 7.5 
REMINDERVILLE 215 217 -.9 
RICHFIELD .... '3'28 0 .o 
SllVfR LAKF 1617 2655 37.0 
STO~ 19847 12194 62.B 
TALLMADIJE l'i274 111246 4<J.l 
TWINSBURG ti4 32 4098 57.0 
TABLE 7. CONTINUEr OHIO 
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TABLE 1. CONT I Nlff D OHI ll 
COUNTY ANO PLACE POPULATION POPULATION CHANGE: 
l q7('1 1960 60-70 
VAN WERT 
COUNTY "91 94 28840 1.2 
CONVOY q~l '976 1.5 
ELGIN gq 80 11.3 
MJOOLEPOINT 543 571 -4.9 
OHlfl CITY 81 '> 851 -4.l 
SCOTT ~2Q 365 -9.9 
VAN WERT 113?0 11323 
-
.o 
VENEDOCIA 2''1? 201) 1.0 
WILLSHIRE= ~.,, 601 3.7 
WREN 28? 287 -1.7 
VINTON 
COUNTY 9420 10274 
-8.3 
HAMDEN 95~ 1035 -7.9 
MC A R.THllf.l 1541 1529 .9 
WlLKESVILL!:'. liH 190 -4.7 
ZALESKI ~04 336 -9.5 
WARREN 
COUNTY l3 49? 5 05711 29.2 
~UTLERVILLE 21')4 224 -8.9 
CARLISLE 38:'1 671 469.4 
CORWIN 146 447 -22.6 
FRANKLIN !0075 7917 27.3 
HA~VEYSRURG 486 514 -5.4 
LEBANON 7914 5993 32.4 
MAINEVILLE= 131 ~43 -2.9 
MASON 5677 4727 20. l 
MORROW 1~86 1477 .b 
PLEASANT PLAIN 2?3 212 5.2 
SOUTH LERANON 3()14 2720 10.8 
SPRINGBORO ?799 917 205.2 
WAYNESVILLE 16311. 1298 26.2 
WASHINGTON 
COUNTY 57160 5lo89 10.6 
BELPRE 71 A9 5418 32.7 
BEVERLY 1396 1194 16.9 
LOWELL ~5? 78'3 a.a 
LOWER SALE"4 1 06 143 -25.9 
MACKSBURG 261, 314 -15.3 
MARIETTA 16.861 16847 .1 
NEW MATAMORAS 940 925 1.6 
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TABLE 1. CONTINUED OHIO 
COUNTY AND PLACF. POPULATlON POPULATION CHANGE 
197<' 1960 60-70 
WAYNE 
COUNTY 8 7123 754'H 15.4 
APPLF C~EEK 784 1'.2 6.6 
BURBANK 354 324 9.3 
CONGRESS 2n5 186 10. 2 
CRESTON ,612 1522 1.2 
DAL TON 1177 1067 10.3 
DOYLESTOWN 2"173 1873 26.7 
FREDER TS CK BURG 601 565 b.4 
MARSHALLVILLE t•n 611 13.4 
MOUNT EATO"J 24? .265 
-8.7 
ORRVILLE 74'18 6511 13.8 
RITTMAN '1~08 5410 16.6 
SHREVE 16'3'5 1617 1.1 
S~ITHVILLE 1278 1024 24.6 
WEST SALEM 1058 1017 4.0 
WOOSTER 1 .8 7C 3 17046 9.7 
WILLIAMS 
COUNTY ~~6t>9 2q968 12.3 
ALVORDTON Vil 388 
-9.5 
BLAKESLEE 16~ 156 4.5 
BRYAN 7f'11)8 7361 -4.8 
EOGERTOt\J 2 l ? ,, 1566 35.8 
EDON 8.0~ 757 6 .1 
MONTPELIER 41~4 4131 1.3 
PIONEER q68 855 13.2 
STRYKER .129~ 1205 7.6 
WEST UNITY l58q 1192 33.3 
WOOD 
COUNTY 8972? 72596 23.6 
BAIROSTOwN 1 38 182 -24.2 
BLOOMDALE 727 66g 8.7 
BOWLING GR FEN 21 761'). 1'3574 b0.3 
RR ADNER 11 ~o 994 14.7 
CUSTAR. 277 246 12.6 
CYGNET 6?9 59" 6.1 
GRANO RAP I OS 976 670 45.7 
HASKINS 549 521 5.4 
HOYTVILLE 4G3 3'34 20.7 
JfRRY CITY 470 386 21.8 
LUCKf Y qg6 946 5.3 
MILLBURY ·-; 71 710 5.6 
MIL TON CENTEr< ?'•4 251 -2.a 
NORTH BALTIMORE 3141 ~011 4.4 
NORTHWOOD 42?2 0 .o 
TABLE 7. CONTINUED OHIO 






































1 5 I) 
C}l7 
10C}6 
15645 
422 
POPULATION 
1960 
1237 
5519 
420 
815 
440b 
380 
2142 
949 
196 
1075 
21648 
3722 
302 
166 
171 
91q 
998 
4941 
463 
CHANGE 
60-70 
s.2 
39.4 
17.6 
-10.4 
20.3 
3.9 
49.8 
-3.0 
9.7 
18.0 
.8 
-5.3 
-1.6 
7.2 
-9.4 
-.2 
9.8 
14.2 
-8.9 
